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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a new automaton, called a writing pushdown acceptor (ab- 
breviated wpda), and investigates some of its properties. A wpda is essentially a two-way 
pushdown acceptor that can write on its input tape. A number of results about wpda 
are established. In particular, it is shown that 
(1) Each set accepted by a wpda is accepted by some wpda that halts for all inputs. 
(2) The family of sets accepted by deterministic wpda forms a Boolean algebra of 
sets, contains the family of context sensitive languages, and properly contains the 
family of sets accepted by deterministic two-way pushdown acceptors. 
(3) The family of sets accepted by (deterministic) wpda is contained in the family 
of sets accepted by (deterministic) stack acceptors. In the deterministic case, the 
containment is shown to be proper. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, automata theorists have devoted agreat deal of effort o the study 
of "one-way and two-way acceptors." Examples of such devices include the finite 
state acceptor [9], pushdown acceptor [1], stack acceptor [3], and memory limited 
Turing acceptor [6]. The general model for such a device may be informally illustrated 
as in Fig. 1.1 The finite state control (fsc) is in one of a finite number of states; the 
input head is reading asymbol on the input tape; and the auxiliary memory is in one of 
a finite, but potentially infinite, number of states. Depending on the state of the fsc, 
* Research sponsored in part by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Office of 
Aerospace Research, USAF, under Contract F1962867C0008, and by the Air Force Office 
of Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, under AFOSR Grant No. AF- 
AFOSR-1203-67. 
1 For a more detailed iscussion of the general model, see [2] and [7]. 
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the symbol being read by the input head, and the state of the auxiliary memory, the 
device "moves" as follows: 
(1) It first changes the state of the fsc. 
(2) If  it is a one-way (two-way) device, it then moves its input head at most one 
square right (left or right). 
(3) Lastly, it changes the state of the auxiliary memory. 
Xt , **  X i - - ,  X n 
One-way or two- ~ 





J ~, Input tape 
A natural extension of this model is obtained by allowing the input head to print on 
the input tape, as well as move left or right. A trivial example of the "extended" model 
is the linear bounded acceptor (lba) [8], a device which can move left and right and 
print on its input tape, but has no auxiliary storage. The lba, however, is not interesting 
as an example of the "extended" model, because it may also be defined as a one-way 
acceptor. 2 In this paper, we consider a nontrivial example of the "extended" model. 
Specifically, a new acceptor, called a "writing pushdown acceptor" (wpda), is intro- 
duced and studied. A wpda, as the name indicates, is essentially a two-way pushdown 
aeceptor (2pda) [5] that can print on its input tape. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In Section One, we define a wpda and 
formalize its operation. Both nondeterministic and deterministic (dwpda) devices are 
considered. 
In Section Two, we investigate certain special properties of wpda: 
(i) We first show that each set accepted by a wpda (dwpda) is accepted by some 
wpda (dwpda) that uses a "bounded amount of pushdown storage." 
(ii) Next, using (i), we show that each set accepted by a wpda (dwpda) is accepted 
by some wpda (dwpda) that "halts for all inputs." An immediate corollary to this 
result is that each set accepted by a wpda is recursive. 
2 Namely, an lba may be defined as a one-way L(n)  = n-tape bounded Turing acceptor [6]. 
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(iii) Lastly, using (ii), we show that the family of sets accepted by dwpda forms 
a Boolean algebra of sets. 
These properties are, by themselves, of interest. Furthermore, we make frequent use 
of them in the proofs of subsequent sections. 
In Section Three, we consider the relationship of the family ~,~(-~~ of sets accepted 
by wpda (dwpda) to the families of sets accepted by Iba (dlba) and 2pda (2dpda). 3 
Since 2pda (2dpda) are a special case of wpda (dwpda), we have, immediately, that 
~r176 contains the family of sets accepted by 2pda (2dpda). Using a diagonalization 
argument, we sho w that the containment in the deterministic case is proper. Next, we 
show that ~e D contains the family of sets accepted by lba. Hence, ~O D contains the 
context-sensitive languages [8]; and thus, by (iii) contains the Boolean closure of the 
context-sensitive languages. We conclude the section by showing that a certain 
subclass of wpda (dwpda), called writing counter acceptors, accepts the same family 
of sets as do lba (dlba). 
In Section Four, we consider the relationship of -~~ to the family ~S(~DS) of 
sets accepted by stack acceptors (deterministic stack acceptors). We show that ~q~(~~ 
is contained in ~~ ). Using a diagonalization argument, we then show that the 
containment in the deterministic case is proper. 
Section Five is a short conclusion to the paper: We summarize the relationships 
established in sections three and four, indicating open questions; we make note of 
certain easily proven closure properties of ~q~ and we consider devices related 
to wpda. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we define a wpda and formalize its operation. A wpda may be 
informally illustrated as in Fig. 2. The fsc is in one of a finite number of states; the 
input head is reading a symbol on the input tape; and the pushdown stack (pds) head 
is reading the rightmost symbol on the pds. Depending on the state of the fsc, the 
input symbol being read, and the rightmost symbol on the pds, a wpda moves as 
follows: 
(1) It first changes the state of the fsc. 
(2) It then replaces the symbol it is reading on the input with a new symbol. 
(3) It next moves its input head at most one square left or right. 
(4~ Lastly, it prints a symbol at the right end of the pds, increasing the length 
3 We abbreviate deterministic lba and deterministic 2pda as dlba and 2 dpda, respectively. 
In particular, we note that it is easy to show that -oq'(-~eD) is an Abstract Family of Languages 
[2]. 
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of the pds by one; 5 or it erases the rightmost symbol on the pds, decreasing the length 
of the pds by one; or it leaves the pds unchanged. 
Note that a wpda cannot change the rightmost symbol on its pds without first erasing it. 
r a| . . .  a i . . ,  anl $ ~ Input tape 
I control Pushdown stack head 
I z~ zt " ' "  zk I ~ Poshdownstock 
FIG. 2. 
We now give the formal definition of a wpda. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A wpda is a 6-tuple M = (K, 27, IV, 8, P l ,  Zo), where 
(1) K is a finite nonempty set (of states). 
(2) W is a finite nonempty set (of working symbols) such that {r $} _C W and 
{L,S}n W= 
(3) 27 is a finite nonempty set (of input symbols) such that 27 _C W --  {r $}. 
(4) P te  K and Z 0 e W (the initial state and initialpds ymbol, respectively). 
(5) 8 is a mapping from K • W • W into the finite subsets of 
K • W • {R,L, S} x (Wu {L, S}). 
Let a wpda M be in state p, reading x on the input and Z on the pds. Then the 
formalism (p', x', d , f  ) e 8(p, x, Z) means that M may 
(i) go to state p' ,  
(ii) print x' on the input tape, 
(iii) move its input head left, right or leave it stationary depending on whether 
d ---- L, R or S, respectively, 
(iv) print f on the pds i f fe  W, erase the rightmost symbol on the pds i f f  = L, 
and leave the pds unchanged i f f  = S. 
5 We can imagine for our convenience, that beyond the rightmost symbol on the pds there 
are a potentially infinite number of blank squares which become available when needed. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A wpda M is said to be deterministic f 8(p, x, Z) contains at most 
one element for all (p, x, Z) 6 K • W • W. In this case, we view 3 as a mapping from 
K • W • Winto  K • W • {R,L ,S}  • (Ww{L,S})w ~.  
We now formalize the operation of a wpda. We first introduce the notion of 
"configuration" of a wpda. A"configuration" describes the "total condition" of a wpda, 
i.e., the state of the fsc, contents of the input tape, position of the input head and 
contents of the pds. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A configuration of a wpda is any element of the set 
K • W* I W* • W*, 
where I ~ W'6"7 
We now introduce notation to describe the moves of a wpda. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let ~-- be the binary relation on K X W* ~ W* • W* defined 
as follows (for arbitrary a, b, Z, Z'  e W): 
If (p' ,  b' ,L , f )  ~ 8(p, b, Z) then (p, xa ~ by, uZ) v---- (p', x I ab'y, u71), 
if (p', b', S , f )  ~ 3(p, b, Z) then (p, x ~ by, uZ) ~ (p', x ~ b' y, uyj), and 
if (p', b', R , f )  ~ 3(p, b, Z) then (p, x ~ by, uZ) t--- (p', xb' ~ y, u7i), 
where 7I = ZZ', Z or e according as to whether f = Z' ,  S or L, respectively. Let 
~-- be the transitive closure of ~---. 
That is, for configurations c and c', c ~-- c' if there exists a sequence of configurations 
q ,..., cm such that q = c, c~ = c' and ci ~ ci+l for 1 ~ i < m. (Note that this differs 
trivially from the usual definition of ~-  as the reflexive-transitive closure of ~--.) 
DEFINITION 1.5. For a given wpda M = (K,X,  W, 8, pa, Zo) and w~S+,s  
a sequence q ..... cm of configurations of M is said to be a w-admissible sequence if 
cl = (P l ,  ~ r 2"o) and c i ~ ci+l for 1 ~ i < m. A w-admissible sequence cI .... , cm 
is said to be a w-accepting sequence if c,, is of the form (p, x I, ~). 
We now define when a word is "accepted" by a wpda. Intuitively, a word is accepted 
by a wpda M, if it causes M to leave the input tape from the right and empty the pds. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A word w is accepted by a wpda M if there exists a w-accepting 
6 For each set, or alphabet A, let A ~ be the set consisting of the empty word ~ and, for each 
i > 0, let A i be the set of all length i words over A. Let A* = UT=0 Ai" 
7 The symbol ~ is used to mark the position of the input head. 
8 For each set, or alphabet A, A + denotes the set A*-{e}. 
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sequence of configurations ofM. Let T(M)  denote the set of all words accepted by M. 
Let ~(~CPo) denote the family of all sets accepted by wpda (dwpda). 
Thus, T(M)  = {w ~ 27+ [ (Pl, [ r Z0) ~- (p, x [, E) for some p ~ K} and a set 
U ~ ~r iff there exists a wpda (dwpda) such that T(M) ---- U. 
Lastly, we introduce the notion of "state-input" of a wpda M. A "state-input" 
describes the state of the fsc, contents of the input tape and position of the input head. 
DEFINITION 1.7. For a given wpda M = (K, 27, W, B, P l ,  Zo) and w~X +, a 
state-input of M on w is any element of the set 
{(p,x [y )~K• W* [ W*[ lx [  +[y[-----[r 
Let Sw C K • W* [ W* denote the set of all state inputs of M on w. 
Thus, S~, • W* contains, in addition to (Pl, [ r Z0), all configurations c such 
that (Px, ~ r Zo) ~-- e. For notational purposes, we frequently write a configuration 
e----(p,x [y ,u)  as (s,u), wheres=(p ,x  [y )~S~.  
2. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF WPDA 
In this section, we investigate certain special properties of wpda: 
(i) First, we show that each set accepted by a wpda (dwpda) is accepted by a 
wpda (dwpda) that uses a "bounded amount of pushdown storage." 
(ii) Next, using (i), we show that each set accepted by a wpda (dwpda) is accepted 
by some wpda (dwpda) that "halts for all inputs." An immediate corollary to this 
result is that each set accepted by a wpda is recursive. 
(iii) Lastly, using (ii), we show that the family of sets accepted by dwpda forms 
a Boolean algebra of sets. 
Not only are these properties of interest, by themselves, but we shall make frequent 
use of them in the sequel. 
We begin with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f(n) be a computable 1~ function. A wpda 
M = (K,~,, W, 8 ,p l ,Zo)  
is f(n)-tape bounded if, for all w 6 27+, (Pl, [ r Zo) ~-- (p, x [ y, u) 
lu[ ~</(I w I). 
implies 
0 For each word *o (over some alphabet) let ] ~o I denote the length of ,o. 
10 By "computable" we shall mean a total recursive function from the nonnegative integers 
to the nonnegative integers. 
57x]3/3-4 
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Thus, a wpda is f (n) tape bounded if for no input w of length n and for no 
w-admissible sequence of moves does the length of the pds grow beyondf(n). 
We now show, through a series of lemmas, that for each wpda (dwpda) M there 
exists an f (n)  and a wpda (dwpda) M '  such that M'  is f(n)-tape bounded and 
T(M' )  = T (M) .  We first introduce some notation. 
Notation. For a particular wpda M = (K, 2J, W, 3, Pa, Zo) and w e 2:+, for each 
integer k > 0, let f ,  be the function mapping Sw • W into the finite subsets of S~ 
defined as follows: s" ef t (s ,  7) if there exists a sequence c a = (sa, ut),... , c, = (st, u,) 
of configurations of M such that 
( i )  ua = u~ = 7 ,  s l  = s, s~ = s' .  
(ii) cr w-- ci+a for 1 ~< i < r. 
(iii) For 1 <~ i < r, ui is of the form 7Pi, where p~E W* and 1 7Pi I ~< k. For 
each k > O, let IIfk II = E(~,~)~s=• [fk(s, 7)1. tl 
Informally, s' 6fk(s, 7) if M can go from configuration (s, 7) to configuration (s', 7) 
without extending the length of the pds beyond k. 
The next lemma summarizes some elementary properties of the sequencefx ,f2 ..... 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a wpda and w eZ+.  Then, for all h > O, 
(i) fk(s, 7) _Cfe+l(s, 7)for  all (s, r) ~ Sw • W. 
(ii) life [[ ~< [[/k+a II- 




The proof is trivial and so omitted. 
next two lemmas, we show that the sequence f l ,  f2 ,... terminates, i.e., there 
N O >/0  such thatfN0+ k = fN ~ for all k /> 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M =- (K, 27, W, 8, Pt ,  Zo) be a wpda and w ~ 27+. I f  there exists an 
integer N O > 0 such that fNo+ 1 -~ rico, then fNo+ k = fn  ~ for all k >~ 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The case k -~ 1 is given. Now, let k o be 
some positive integer. Suppose fno+ k = fz% for all k such that 1 ~< k ~ ko, and 
f1%+ko+1 =7~ fn  ~ . This implies, by Lemma 2.1, that there exist (s, 7) 6 Sw • W and 
s' ~ Sw such that s' ~ fno+ko+l(s, y) and s' r f~o(s, 7) ~- fNo+~o( s, 7). Thus, there exists 
a seqfience q = (st, ul) ..... c , - - ( s t ,  ur) of configurations of M such that (i) 
u x =u~ =7,  s l=s ,s~=s ' ; ( i i )  ci~--c~+aforl ~<i<r ; ( i i i )  fo r l  ~<i<r ,  us isof  
n For each finite set X, let ] X J denote the number of elements in X. 
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the form ~pi, where pi 6 W* and I 7Pi [ ~< No -k- ko q- 1. And, there does not exist 
a sequence of configurations of M satisfying (i) through (iii), above, with 
l yml ~< No + ko in part (iii). 
Let H be the subsequence ~(t) ..... c~(~) of c a ..... c r defined by: c~o ) ~/ / i f f l  YP~O) I = 2. 
Now, consider two consecutive members of H, say c~(i) = (s~(i), yz) and 
c~(i+l) = (s~(i+l) , 7z'). 
For all l, ~o(i) < I < cp(i + 1), we have either (a) ] p~ i : 0, or (fl) 1 ~ I P~ [ ~< No +k0-  
If (~) is true, then it is possible to go from configuration c~(i) to configuration c~(i+1) 
without extending the length of the pds beyond 2. If (/3) is true, then z = z' and 
s~(i+l) sfNo+%(S~(i) , Z). This implies, by induction, that s~(i+l) EfNo+%_x(s~(i), Z). 
Hence, if (/3) is true, it is possible to go from configuration c~(i) to configuration 
c~(i+1) without extending the length of the pds beyond N O -~ k 0 . Thus, since 
N o q- k s >/2, it is possible, for each i, 1 ~ i < p, to go from c~(i) to c~(i+1) without 
extending the length of the pds beyond N O + k o . Therefore, it is possible to go from 
ca to c~ without extending the length of the pds beyond N o q- k s . This is a contra- 
diction. Hence, fNo+%+ 1 = f~r and the lemma is proven. 
LI~MrdA 2.3. Let M = (K, 27, W, 3, P l ,  Zo) be a wpda and w ~ 27+. Then there 
exists an integer N O ) 0 such that fN ~ = f~%+1. 
Proof. Let k be a positive integer. Since fk maps S w • W into the finite subsets 
of Sw, we have IIA[I = ~E<~,~)~s~• IA(s,r)l ~ Z<~,~)~s~• [ S~ I ~< I W[IS~o 12. 
Let ]w[ = n. Then S~C_K • (Wu{F})  "+3. Hence, [S~ [ ~< [g[ ( I  W[ § 1)~+3; 
and, thus, [[A II ~< I W I I K [2 (1 W[ -+- 1) zn+e. Let N o = [ W[ I K [2 ([ W[ + 1) 2n+e. 
We shall show that fN. = f%+~- 
Suppose f~0 3&fNo +1" Then, by Lemma 2.2, f~ ~fx+x for all h, 1 ~< h ~ No. 
This implies, by Lemma 2.1, that ]lfk ]l < IIfk+a II for all k, 1 ~ h ~< N o . Hence, 
using induction, it is easy to show that [Ifk I] ~ h for 1 ~< k ~ N o . Therefore, 
I[f~o+l [I ~/No + 1, a contradiction. Thus the lemma is proven. 
We are now ready to show that for each (dwpda) wpda M there exists anf(n) and a 
(dwpda) wpda M'  such that M'  isf(n)-tape bounded and T(M' )  = T(M).  
TH~OaEM 2.1. Let M = (K, Z, W, 3 ,p l ,  Zo) be a (dwpda) wpda. Then there 
exists an integer N 1 > 0 and a (dwpda) wpda M'  such that M '  is Nln-tape bounded and 
T(M') = T(M). 
Proof. Let w ~ 27 + with [ w [ = n and let No be as in Lemma 2.3. We now derive 
a useful bound on No. From Lemma 2.3, No = ] W I [ K 12(1 W [ + 1)2n+t Thus, 
N o ~ [ K [ 2 ([ W[ q- 1) 2n+7. Since n ~ 1, we have N O <~ N2 n, where 
N2 = [I K i * (1 W l + Ip]. 
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Now, w ~ T(M)  iff there exists a w-accepting sequence q = (sl, ul),..., cr ----- (st, u,) 
of configurations of M. It is clear, however, that u 1 = ur_ t = Z o . Thus, by Lemma 2.2 
and 2.3, s~_ 1 e fno(s 1 , Zo). Therefore, w e T (M)  iff there exists a w-accepting 
sequence q'  = (st' , ut' ) ..... cm' ---- (s,~', urn') such that I ui' I ~< Nz n for 1 <~ i ~< m. 
We now construct M" in the obvious manner. Namely, M '  acts on w as follows: 
(i) M '  simulates the operation of M, simultaneously keeping track of the length 
of the pds of M. 
(ii) M '  goes to a rejecting configuration if the length of the pds of M grows 
beyond Nz n. Otherwise, M '  accepts or rejects w according as to whether M accepts or 
rejects w, respectively. 
We now informally outline the operation of M' .  We refer the reader to Appendix A 
for the formal details of the construction. The operation of M '  is divided into three 
phases as follows: 
Phase I. Initialize the input tape. M '  initially divides the input tape into two 
tracks. Track one contains r Track two contains a counter of length n in base N z , 
initially set to one. M '  then goes to Phase II. 
Phase I I .  Simulate a move of M.  M '  simulates a move of M using track one of the 
input tape and the pds. M '  then goes to Phase I I I .  
Phase I I I .  Adjust the counter. Three cases arise. 
(A) I f  the length of the pds of M has not changed, the counter remains unchanged 
and M'  returns to Phase II. 
(B) I f  the length of the pds of M has increased by one, M '  does the following in 
sequence: (1) M '  marks the input position of M on track one and remembers (in the fsc) 
the new present state of M; (2) M '  adds one to the counter on track two (if the counter 
overflows, M '  goes to a rejecting configuration); (3) M '  finds the input position of M 
marked on track one, unmarks it and returns to Phase II. 
(C) I f  the length of the pds of M has decreased by one, M'  acts as in (B) except hat 
in (2) M '  subtracts one from the counter. 
By the construction, M '  continues to simulate M move by move as long as the 
counter does not overflow. Hence, w ~ T(M' )  iff w ~ T(M) .  I t  is clear that M '  is 
(N2 ~ + 1)-tape bounded. Thus, by letting N 1 = N 2 + 1, the theorem is proven. 
We now show, through a series of lemmas, that for each (dwpda) wpda M there 
exists a (dwpda) wpda M'  such that M '  halts for all inputs and T(M' )= T(M) .  
We begin with the definition of halting. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A wpda M halts for allinputs if there exists a computable function 
g(n) such that r ~< g(L w I) for each w ~ Z'+ and each w-admissible sequence c1 ..... e~ 
of configurations of M. 
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Thus, a wdpda halts for all inputs if for no input of length n is the number of moves 
in any allowable sequence greater then g(n). 
In the next lemma, we show that a word w is accepted by some wpda M iff there 
exists a "minimal" w-accepting sequence of configurations of M. We then show, in 
Lemma 2.5, that for each wpda M there exists a wpda M'  such that every w-admissible 
sequence of configurations of M '  is "minimal" and T(M')  = T(M).  We then show 
the following: if M is f(n)-tape bounded for some f(n), then the M '  of Lemma 2.5 
halts for all inputs. Before proceeding to the next lemma, we need some notation. 
Notation. Let M be a wpda and w e 27+. For each k > 0 let/ark be the mapping 
from the set of w-admissible sequences of configurations of M into the set of non- 
negative integers defined as follows: For each w-admissible sequence /7: 
Cl = (S l ,  Ul) ..... Cr = (St ,  Ur) 
of configurations of M, let Hk(II) = I{i I I ui I = k and I uj ] ~ k for all j, i ~< j ~< r}[. 
Thus, Hk(FI ) = m iff there are exactly m times when the pds is of length k and never 
less than k thereafter. 
We shall have occasion to use the following observation. 
Remark 2.1. Let Hr+ 1 be a w-admissible sequence 
s = (Sl 
and 11, be the sequence c i ..... c~. 
Hk(H.+0 = 
, Ul) ..... c.+1 - -  (s~+l, u~+D 
Then, for each k > 0, 
Hk(/-/r) for 1 ~< k < l ur+ 1 I 
Hk(1-1~) + 1 for k = [ Ur+l ] 
Hk(/-/~ ) = 0 for k > t U,+l ] 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M = (K, Z, W, 8, P t ,  Z0) be a wpda. Then there exists an integer 
Na > 0 such that for each w e ~+, w e T (M)  iff there exists a w-accepting sequence 
cl ..... cr of configurations of M satisfying the following: For all i, 1 <~ i <~ r, and all 
k >0,  H~(q ..... c,) ~<N~ "1. 
Proof. LetNz  = ]KI(]  W I +1)  4 9 Le twe27+,wi th lw l  =n-Then 
IS. I  ~< IKI(I WI + 1) "+3 ~<Na% 
Now, let X 1 be the set of all w-accepting sequences of configurations of M. Let/7,o 
be a sequence c a ,..., cro of shortest length in X 1 . 
Suppose H~0 does not satisfy the statement of the lemma; i.e., suppose there exist 
integers k o > 0 and i0, 1 ~ i 0 ~< r o such that Hgo( q ..... cio ) > Na n. This, together 
with the definition of Hk,  implies that there exists a subsequence 
co(1) = (s~ u.(1)),..., c.(..) = ( s . ( . ) ,  u.(,.)) 
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ofc  x=(s l ,u l )  ..... cio =(sio ,uq) such that (a) lu~(~)l =h0 for all j, 1 ~ j  ~< m, 
(]3) l ut] >~ ko for all l, ~o(1) ~< l <~ io , and (~,) m > Na n. This implies that for all j, 
1 ~< j ~< m, c~(j) is of the form (s~(~), v) for some v ~ W +. Thus there are at most 
I S~ I <~ Nz '~ distinct c~(~). Therefore there exist integers p and q, 1 ~< p < q <~ m, 
such that c~(~) = co(q). Hence, q ,..., c~(~), c~(q)+l ,..., c,o is a sequence in X 1 that is 
shorter than//~o, a contradiction of the minimality of/7%'s length. This proves the 
"only if" implication in the statement of the lemma. 
The "if" implication is true by the definition of T(M). Thus the 1emma is proven. 
We now construct, for each wpda M, a wpda M'  such that every w-admissible 
sequence of configurations of M '  satisfies the statement of Lemma 2.4 and 
T(M) -~ T(M'). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M = (K, X, W, 8, Pl , Zo) be a wpda (dwpda). Then there exists an 
integer N 4 > 0 and a wpda (dwpda) M '  =- (K', S, W', 3', Pl', Zo') such that 
(i) Hk(c x ..... ct) <~ Nf4 wl for each w-admissible sequence ct ..... ci of M '  and each 
k>0,  
(ii) T(M' )= T(M). 
Proof. Let w e 27+, with I w t ~- n and N 3 be as in Lemma 2.4. Informally, we 
construct M '  to operate on w as follows: 
(i) M '  simulates the operation of M on w, simultaneously keeping track of the set 
of numbers {Hk(//)} , where/7 is the sequence of configurations ofM already simulated. 
(ii) M '  goes to a rejecting configuration if, after simulating some sequence /7, 
Hk(/7 ) > Na n for some k > 0. Otherwise, M '  accepts or rejects w according as to 
whether M accepts or rejects w, respectively. 
We now describe the operation of M'.  We refer the reader to Appendix B for the 
formal details of the construction. The operation of M '  is divided into two phases. 
Phase I. Initialization. M'  initially divides the input tape into two tracks. Track 
one contains r Track two contains a counter of length n in base N 8 , intially set to 
one. M '  then goes to Phase II. 
Before describing Phase II, let us consider the following: Let/7r+1 be a w-admissible 
sequence c 1 = (sl, Ul),... , cr+l = (Sr+t, ur+l) of configurations ofM and FI r -~  c a . . . .  , c r . 
Let u r = 3'1 "'" 7q, where 7i e W for 1 ~< i ~< q. We henceforth represent the integer 
Hk(H~) and H~(1-I~+1) in base N3. Suppose we have constructed M '  so that, after it 
has simulated Hr ,  the following is true: 
(a)' The pds of M is ylr162 9,q_lr 
(/3) the counter is at Hq(//,). 
In Phase I I  we show how M'  simulates the next move of M (i.e., that move which takes 
M to configuration c~+1). 
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Phase I I .  Simulate a move of M. M '  goes to part (A), part (B) or part (C) according 
as to whether the next move of M is to leave unchanged, increase by one or decrease 
by one, respectively, the pds of M. 
(A) By Remark 2.1, Hk(Hr+l) = Hk(1-1r) for 1 ~ k < q, Hq(IIr+x) = Hq(Hr) + 1 
and Hk(//r+l) = Hk(/-/r) = 0 for k > q. Therefore, M '  does the following: 
(1) Using track one, M '  simulates the input action of M; 
(2) M '  marks the new input position of M and remembers the new present state 
of M; 
(3) M'  adds one to the counter (if the counter overflows, M '  goes to a rejecting 
configuration); 
(4) M'  finds the input position of M, unmarks it and returns to the beginning of 
Phase II. The pds of M '  is now ylCHl(/-/r+l)$ ... 7a_lCHq_l(IIr+l)$Tq and the counter 
is at Hq(/-/~+l ).
(B) Let the symbol to be printed on the pds of M be 7q+1 e W. By Remark 2.11 
Hk(Hr+l) ---- Hk(II~) for 1 ~< h < q + 1, Hq+l(1-Ir+l) = Hq+l([/r) + 1 : 1, and 
Hk(//~+l) = Hk(//r) = 0 for k > q + 1. Therefore, M '  acts as in (A), except in step 
2, M'  does the following: M'  marks the new input position of M and remembers both 
the new present state of M and the symbol 7q+t; M'  then copies cHq(//r)$ from track 
two onto the pds, resets the counter to one and prints 7q+1 on the pds. The pds oI 
M '  is now 71r "'" ~,qr 1 and the counter is at Hq+l(/-/r+a). 
(C) By Remark 2.1, Hk(17r+~) ~ Hk(1-lr) for 1 ~< h < q - -  1, 
Hq_~(llr+l) = Hq_~(II~) + 1, 
and Hk(II,+l) : Hk(II~) : 0 for h > q - -  1. Therefore, M '  does the following: 
(1) Using track one, M '  simulates the input action of M, and simultaneously 
erases the rightmost symbol on its pds, 
(2) M '  marks the new input position of M, remembers the new present state of M 
and then copies r from the pds onto track two; 
(3) M '  acts as in steps (3) and (4) of (A). 
The pds of M '  is now ylr "" yq_#Hq_2(H,.+l)$yq_l and the counter is at 
Hq-l(IIr+l). 
By the construction, M '  continues to simulate M move by move as long as the 
counter does not overflow. Hence w ~ T(M')  iff there exists a w-accepting sequence 
q ..... cr of configurations of M such that Hk(q ..... ci) <~ Na n for all i, 1 ~< i ~ r and 
k > 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, w e T(M')  iff w e T(M). 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we must show that there exists an integer 
N 4 > 0 such that Hk(q',..., ci') ~< Na n for each w-admissible sequence q',..., ci' of 
M '  and each h :> 0. Suppose Hi '  is a w-admissible sequence 
q'  = (V,  uD,.. . ,  ~i' = (s,', u,') 
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of configurations of M'.  By the construction, u~' is of the form 
~lHlyzH2 ..- ~,q_iHa_l~qH~, 
where y~e W and Hie(W' )*  for l ~ j~<q,  ]Hj J  =n+2 for 1 <~j<q,  and 
[H~[ ~ n + 2. Letm = n + 3, p = [ ui' [ and 
7/ = {1, 1 + 1 -m, 1 +2.  m,..., 1 + [p/m] .m}. 
Then, by the construction, 
(1) Hk(lI,') ~ Na" + 1 for k e 7/. 
(2) Hk(FI{) ~ 2 for k e {1 ..... p) --  ~/. (This follows from the fact that a symbol 
of Hj is visited at most twice: once to copy it from track two onto the pds, and again, 
possibly, to copy it back onto track two.) 
(3) H~(H,') = 0 if k > p. 
Hence Hk(Fli' ) ~ N~ n, where N4 : Ns + 1, for all k > 0. Thus the lemma is proven. 
From the construction i  Lemma 2.5 we have: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let M be an f(n)-tape bounded (dwpda) wpda. Then M' of Lemma 2.5 
is an f'(n) = (n + 3) f(n)-tape bounded (dwpda) wpda. 
We are now ready to show that for each (dwpda) wpda M there exists an "equivalent" 
(dwpda) wpda M'  that halts for all inputs. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M = (K, Z, IV, 3,pl,  Zo) be a (dwpda) wpda. Then there 
exists a (dwpda) wpda M'  such that M'  halts for all inputs and T(M') = T(M). 
Proof. Let w ~ 27+ with [ w ] = n. By Theorem 2.1 we may assume that M is 
Nan-tape bounded. Let M '  be as constructed in Lemma 2.5. Since T(M') = T(M), it 
suffices to show that M '  halts for all inputs. 
Let H be a w-admissible sequence ci = (st, Ul) ..... C r = (Sr, Ur) of configurations of
M'. For each k > 0 let A (k) be the subsequence A,(~a),... , ~,(k.gk ) of 
a l  = ] Ul I . . . . .  Ar = l Ur [ 
consisting of those elements of A 1 ..... Ar which are equal to k. Let N 4 be as in 
Lemma 2.5. 
We first show thatp~ ~ N~" for all k > 0. For k : 1, we have: 
Pl -~- l{ i lA, = 1}1 
=]{ i tA~=I  and ,~>1 forall j, 1 ~ j  ~z(1,pO} t 
- -  H~(c ,  . . . .  , c ,( , . ,O ). 
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Thus, by Lemma 2.5, Pl ~< N4 n- Continuing by induction, suppose Pk ~< N~ ~ for 
some k >/ 1. Consider two consecutive members of A (k), say A,(k. 0 and A,(k.i+l) 9 Let 
be the sequence A,(k,i), A,(k.~)+l ,.-., A,(k,i+x) and ~2 (~+~) be the (possibly empty) 
subsequence A,(k+x.0, A~(k+Lt+x) ,..., A,(k+x,m) of ~2 consisting of those elements of .(2 
which are equal to k q- 1. (Thus, l and m are such that 
r(k,i) < r(k + 1, l) ~ r(k + 1, m) < r(k , i  + 1).) 
For all j, "r(k,i) < j  < T(k,i + 1), we have either (t) A t < k or (2) A t > k. I f ( l )  is 
true, then 32 (k+l) is empty. Suppose (2) is true. Then 
Hk+a(cl ,.--, c,(k+x.m)) 
= I{i t Ai = k + 1 and Aj ~ k + 1 for all j, i <~j <~ r(k + 1, m)}l 
= I{ i IA, =k+l  and- r (k+l , l )~ i~r (k+l ,m)} l  = [m- - l [ .  
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, I m --  11 ~ N4 ~. Hence, I m -- 11 ~ N4 ~ in either case. 
Now let us determine Pk+l. I f  h~. = k + 1, then either (~)r(k, 1) < j  < z(k, pk) 
or (fl)j > ,(k, Pk). We have just shown that the number of A t that satisfy (c 0 is at most 
(Pk -- I) N4 n. We now show that the number of hj satisfying (fl) is at most N4 n. Let 
be the (possibly empty) sequence A, Ck.~ ) , A,(k.~k)+ 1 ..... Ar and ~(~+1~ be the sub- 
sequence A,(k+a ~), A,(k+l ~+~) ,..., h,(k+l t) o f~ consisting of those elements o f~ which 
are equal to k + 1. (Thus, s and t are such that r(k, Pk) < s <~ t ~ r). Then 
Hk+l(q , . . . ,  C'r(k+l,t)) 
= ]( i jA,  =k+l  andAj >~k+l  fora l l j ,  1 ~ j~<r(k+l , t )} l  
= [{if A, =k+landz(k+l , s )  ~<i~<r(k+l , t )} [  = l t - - s [ .  
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, I t - -  s I ~< N4 n. Hence, Pk+l ~< (Pk - -  1) N4 n + N4" = pkN4 n. 
By induction, Pk ~< N~ ~. Thus, Pk+l ~< N~ k+l)" and the induction is completed. 
We now derive a bound on the length of the sequence c x = (sl, Ul) ..... cr = (st, ur). 
By Corollary 2.1, M '  is f ' (n )= (n + 3)Nln-tape bounded. Hence, the sequence 
l ux I,---, l Ur [ can contain no number greater than f'(n). Therefore, counting the 





<~ 1 + Z Ng n <~ 1 + f'(n) N(  (n)". 
k=l  
Hence, M '  halts for all inputs, and the theorem is proven. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. For each wpda M = (K, Z, W, 8, Pl , Zo) it is decidable whether or 
not an arbitrary w ~ Z + is in T(M); i.e., each set accepted by a wpda is recursive. 
We now turn to the problem of showing that the family of sets accepted by dwpda 
is a Boolean algebra of sets. We first prove that if a set is accepted by a dwpda, then its 
complement is accepted by some other dwpda. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let M = ( K, Z, W, 3,pl,  Z0) be a dwpda. Then there exists a dwpda 
M'  such that T(M')  = Z+ -- T(M).  
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, we may assume that M halts for all inputs. We construct 
M '  in the obvious manner: M'  simulates the operation M; if M is about to enter an 
accepting (rejecting) configuration, M '  stops simulating M and goes to a rejecting 
(accepting) configuration. Since each w e Z + causes M to enter either an accepting or 
rejecting configuration, w ~ T(M')  iff w ~ Z+ -- T(M). 
Since the actual construction of M'  is obvious, we omit the details. 
We now show that the intersection of two sets accepted by dwpda is accepted by 
some dwpda. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let M'  = (K', Z', W', 3', Pl', Zo') and M" = (K", Z", W", 8", p~ ,Zg) 
be dwpda. Then there exists a dwpda M such that T(M)  = T(M' )  n T(M"). 
Proof. We construct M to operate in three phases, on each word w ~ Z'  u Z" as 
follows: 
Phase I. Initialize the input tape. M initially divides the input tape into two tracks, 
each containing r 
Phase II. Simulate M'.  Using track one and the pds, M simulates M'. If M'  is 
about to enter an accepting configuration, then M stops simulating M'  and goes to 
Phase III. 
Phase I I I .  Simulate M". Using track two and the pds, M simulates M". M accepts 
w iff M" accepts w. 
By the construction, M accepts w iff M '  accepts w and M" accepts w; thus, w ~T(M)  
iff w ~ T(M')  n T(M"). 
The actual construction of M is obvious and we leave the details to the reader. 
THEdReM 2.3. The family of sets accepted by dwpda is a Boolean algebra of sets. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, -LP D is closed under complement. By Lemma 2.6, s is 
dosed under intersection. Hence, by De Morgan's Law, ,Z' o is a Boolean algebra of 
sets. 
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3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF WPDA TO Two-WAY PUSHDOWN ACCEPTORS AND 
LINEAR BOUNDED ACCEPTORS 
In this section, we consider the relationship of ~(L~'D) to the family of sets accepted 
by two-way pushdown acceptors [5] (deterministic two-way pushdown acceptors), 
abbreviated 2pda (2dpda), and to the family of sets accepted by linear bounded 
acceptors [8] (deterministic linear bounded acceptors), abbreviated lba (dlba). 
The major proofs of this section involve wpda constructions. We assume that 
the reader is now familiar with wpda; and, therefore, we shall not formally specify 
the 8 functions in the constructions of this section. It will be clear, however, 
from our description of a particular wpda that such a formal specification can readily 
be made. 
We first consider 2pda. Since 2pda are a special case of wpda, we have, immediately, 
that ~(oo-q~ contains the family of sets accepted by 2pda (2dpda). Using a diagonaliza- 
tion argument, we show that the containment in the deterministic case is proper. We 
next consider lba. We show that ~i~ contains the family of sets accepted by lba. 
Hence, ~D contains the context-sensitive languages [8]; and thus, by Theorem 2.3, 
contains the Boolean closure of the context-sensitive languages. We conclude the 
section by showing that a certain subclass of wpda (dwpda), called "writing counter 
acceptors," accepts the same family of sets as do lba (dlba). 
We begin with the definition of a 2pda. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A 2pda (2dpda) is a wpda (dwpda) M = (K, X, W, 8, Pl ,  Z0) 
such that, for all (p, x, Z) ~ K x W x W, (p', x', d, f)  ~ 8(p, x, Z) implies x = x'. 
Let s denote the family of sets accepted by 2pda (2dpda). 
In other words, a 2pda is a wpda that can not write on its input tape. This device was 
introduced in [5] using a slightly different formalism. It is easy to show that a set U is 
accepted by a 2pda (2dpda) as defined in [5] iff U-{E} is in s 
We now consider the relationship of ~D to LP D . First, though, we need two lemmas 
and some notation. The first lemma sserts that 2dpda may be assumed to have the use 
of only two symbols on the pds. This result is well known for similar devices and we 
shall only sketch its proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M -= (K, Z, W, 8, Pl , Zo) be a 2dpda (dwpda). Then there exists a 
2dpda (dwpda) M'  -= (K', 2, W', ~', pl', Zo) such that 
(i) for all (p, x, Z) ~ K' X W' x W', 8'(p, x, Z) is nonempty. 
(ii) there exists a symbol Z 1 in W'--{Zo) such that 8'(p,x, Z) 6 
K' x W' x {R,L ,S)  X {Zo,Z1,L ,S  ) for all (p ,x ,Z)~K '  x W' x W'. 
(iii) T(M' )= T(M). 
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Proof. To  satisfy (i), we modify M so that it goes to a special state, qr, whenever 
a move is unspecified. The state q~ then causes the input head to leave the input tape 
from the left. 
Now consider (ii) and (iii). Let the elements of Wbe relabelled z1 ..... zlrvl , where Z o 
is relabelled z1 . For each i, 1 ~< i ~ ] W ] assign the codeword ZoZ1 i to the symbol z i .  
We can easily modify M so that it codes the symbols of W into codewords over 
(Z0, Z1} when printing on the pds and decodes the codewords when reading from the 
pds. Thus,  (ii) and (iii) may be readily satisfied. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A 2dpda is said to be reduced if it satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Notation. Let M = (K, 27, W, 3, P l ,  Zo) be any reduced 2pda with 27 = {a, b}. 
(So that, W ~- {a, b, r $, Z o , Z1}. ) Let K = {Pl .... ,PlKI}- Let ~b be the mapping from 
K u W u {L, R, S} into a + defined by ~b(pi) = a i for all i, 1 ~< i ~ I K l, ~b(a) = a, 
~b(b) = a 2, ~b(r = a z, ~b($) = a, 4 r = a 5, ~b(Z1) = a 6, ~b(L) = a 7, ~b(R) = a s and 
~b(S) = a 9. Let ~b' be the mapping from K • W • {Z 0 , Z1} into {a, b} + defined as 
follows: For each 
(p ,x ,Z)EK  • W • {Z 0 ,Z1},~b'(p,x,Z ) 
= bb~b(p) b~b(x) b~b(Z) b~b(p') b$(d) b~b(f) if 3(p, x, Z) = (p', x, d, f ) .  
i 12 Let p(M) = 1-I~,.~.z)~K•215 4J (P, x, Z). 
Thus, each reduced 2dpda with 27 = {a, b} is represented by the word p(M) ~ Z +. 
We shall have occasion later to use the following observation: Let 
(p ,x ,Z)~K x W x {Zo,Z1) 
and 3(p, x, Z) = (p', x, d,f). Then ]3 --~ bb~(p) b~(x) bt~(Z) b and 
~'(p, x, z) = ~(p')  b~Cd) b~(/) 
appear exactly once as subwords of p(M). 
We now construct a dwpda that accepts a set whose complement is not in ~D 9 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a dwpda M~ -~ (K,  , {a, b}, W~, 3~, p,, , Z~) such that 
(i) T(M~) 3 {w ~ {a, b) + I w = p(M) for some reduced 2dpda M and w ~ T(M)}. 
(ii) {a, b)+ - -  T(Mu) 3 {w ~ {w ~ {a, b) + I w = p(m) for some reduced 2dpda m 
and w r T(M)}. 
x~ The product, I'I, is by concatenation i  any order. 
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Proof. Let w ~ {a, b} + and w = p(M) for some reduced 2dpda 
M = (K,{a,b}, W, 3, p~,Zo). 
Let the elements of K be labelled Px ,..., PlKI 9 We shall construct Mu to operate on w 
as follows: 
(i) M~ simulates the operation of M on w = p(M). 
(ii) M~, accepts or rejects w according as to whether M accepts or rejects w. 
The operation of Mu is divided into four phases as follows: 
Phase I. Initialize the input tape. Mu initially divides the input tape into two 
tracks. Track one contains r (The bar above the r marks the initial input position 
of M.) Track two contains bbaba3baSbB~(= bb~b(p 0 b~b(r ~) where B is 
special "blank" symbol and m = I r I -- I bbaba3baSb [- (The subword bbaba3ba 5 of 
track two indicates that M is initially in state pz(~ a), reading r (~ a 3) on its input 
and Z0(~ a 5) on its pds.) 
To establish the appropriate induction, let us assume that M~ has simulated a series 
of moves of M. Let M be in state p~, for some i, 1 ~< i <~ I K I, reading x ~ {a, b, r $} 
on the input and Z 6 {Z0, Z1} on its pals. Then suppose the construction of Mu is 
such that, before Phase I I  is initiated, the following is true: 
(i) The input position of M is correctly marked (by a bar) on track one of M~. 
(ii) Track two is of the form B'"  B/3B'.. B, where/3 = bb4J(pi) b4s(x) b$(Z)b. 
(iii) The pds of M~ equals the pds of M. 
Let 8(pi, x, Z) = (p~ , x, d,f). Then the subwords/3 and 
~'(p, , x, Z) =/3~b(p~) b~b(d) b~b( f ) 
appear 1~ exactly once as subwords of track one. We now describe Phase II. 
Phase I I .  Locate ~b'(p, x, Z) =/3~b(p~) b~b(d) b~b(f) on track one and remember the 
pair (d,f). Phase I I  is divided into four parts. 
(A) Mu moves the subword/3 of track two to the left end of track two. (Blanks are 
printed to the right of/3 as it is moved along track two.) Thus, track two is now of the 
form/3B "- B. Mu then goes to part (B). 
(B) M u compares track two to track one square by square. I f  every nonblank square 
on track two equals 14 its counterpart on track one, M~ goes to part (D). Otherwise, M~ 
goes to part (C). 
a3 Possibly with a bar over one of their symbols. 
14 That is, contains the same symbol, ignoring a possible bar, on the square on track one. 
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(C) M u moves the subword fl of track two one square right (printing a blank on the 
vacated square to the left of fl) and returns to part (B). 
(D) M~ locates and remembers the pair (d,f). 
Phase I I I .  Simulate a move of M. 
(A) M,, finds the input position of M marked on track one and unmarks it. M~ then 
goes to part (B). 
(B) M~ moves its input head and alters its pds as dictated by the pair (d,f).  M~ then 
marks the new input position of M and remembers the input symbol in {a, b, r $}, 
sayy, that M is now reading. 
Phase IV. Update track two. Let Z'  be the rightmost symbol now on the pds of 
M (and, therefore, of M~) andy be as in part B of Phase I I I .  The function of Phase IV 
is to change track two from a word of the form B ... B~B ... B to a word of the form 
B ... Bbb~b(pj) bdg(y) bq~(Z') bB. . .  B. 
(A) Mu moves right from the left end of the input tape, erases a5 the subword t3 of 
track two and thus locates the beginning of ~b(p~) on track one. 
(B) Mu copies the string a t (= ~b(pj)) from track one onto track two, prints b 2 on 
track two to the left of the string and b~b(y) b4J(Z') to the right of the string. The latter 
is easily accomplished since y ~ {a, b, r $} is stored in the finite state control of M~ and 
Z '  ~ {Zo, Z1} is available as the rightmost symbol on the pds of M~. Mu then returns 
to Phase I I  to simulate the next move of M. 
By the construction, M~ continues to simulate M move by move, accepting or 
rejecting w according as to whether M accepts or rejects w. Hence, since we are not 
concerned with the behavior of M u on a word that is not a valid representation f some 
reduced 2dpda, the lemma is proven. 
We are now ready to prove that LeD D ~D" 
THEOm~M 3.1. The family of sets accepted by dwpda properly contains the family of 
sets accepted by 2dpda. 
Proof. By Definition 3.1, Le D ~_ -~o 9 Hence, it suffices to show that there exists ome 
L 0 C {a, b} + such that L o ~ 5e n --  .ocPo. Let L 0 = {a, b} + --  T(M,,), where Mu is as 
given in Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 2.5, Leo is closed under complement. Therefore 
L0 ~ Leo- Now, supposeL o 6 ~o.  Then there exists a 2dpda M o such that T(Mo) = L o . 
By Lemma 3.1, there exists a reduced 2dpda M o' such that T(Mo' ) =L  o. 
Consider the word w = p(Mo' ). I f  w ~ T(Mo'), then w ~ T(M~). Hence w ~L 0 ----- T(Mo' ). 
I f  w r T(Mo'), then w ~ T(Mu). Hence, w ~L o = T(Mo' ). This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, M o' and M 0 do not exist. Hence L o r *s and the theorem is proven. 
as Replaces with blanks. 
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We next show that s contains the family of context-sensitive languages. The family 
of context-sensitive languages may be defined as the family of sets accepted by linear 
bounded acceptors (lba) [8]. Although it is obvious that lba are a special case of wpda, 
we find it more convenient to define 1 ba without endmarkers and without the pds. 
DEFINITION 3.3. An lba is a 6-tuple M = (K, Z, W, 3, P t ,  F), where 
(i) K and W are finite nonempty sets (of states and working symbols, respectively). 
(ii) 27 is a nonempty subset of W; F _C K; and Pi E K. 
(iii) 3 is a mapping from K • W into the finite subsets of K • W X {L, R, S}. 
I f  ] 8(p, x)[ ~< 1, for all (p, x) ~ K • W, then M is said to be a deterministic 
lba (dlba). 
DEFINITION 3.4. A configuration of an lba is any element of the set K • W* ~ W*, 
where I r W. 
We now describe the movement of an lba in a manner analogous to wpda. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let w-- be the relation on K • W* [ W* defined as follows: 
(for a, b ~ W) 
If (p',  x', L) 6 3(p, x), then (p, xa ~ by) ~ (p', x ~ ab'y), 
if (p' ,  x', S) 6 3(p, x), then (p, x ~ by) ~ (p', x ~ b'y), 
and if (p',  x', R) 6 3(p, x), then (p, x ~ by) ~-- (p', xb' ~ y). 
Let ~- be the transitive closure of ~---. That is, for configurations c and c', c ~- c' if 
there exists an integer m > 1 and a sequence of configurations ca .... , cm such that 
c a : c, cm : c' and c i ~ ci+ 1 for 1 ~ i < m. 
We now define when a word is accepted by an lba. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A word w 6 27+ is accepted by some lba M = (K, 27, W, 3, P l ,  F)  
if (Pl ,  ~ w) ~- (p, x ~) for some p ~ F. Let T(M) be the set of all words accepted by M. 
Let .L~(~D) denote the family of all sets accepted by lba (dlba). 
We shall need the following well-known 16 result about lba. 
16 See, for example, [3]. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let M = (K, Z', W, 8,p 1 ,F) be an lba. Then there exists 
M' = (K', X, W', 8', Pa', F') and an integer Ng >~ 1 such that 
O) For all (p, x) ~ K' X W', I 8(p, x)l = N~ . 
(ii) M' halts for all inputs. 17 
(iii) T(M') : T(M). 
an lba 
THEOREM 3.2. The family of sets accepted by dwpda contains the family of context- 
sensitive languages; i.e., L~ D D_ .L~. 
Proof. Let U ~ 2 .  By Lemma 3.3, there exists an lba M = (K, 27, W, 8, P l ,  F)  
and an integer N~ ~ 1 such that J 8(p, x)l = N5 for all (p, x) ~ K • W, M halts 
for all inputs and T(M) = U. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
{r $} n W = ~.  To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that there exists a dwpda 
M" = (K', •, W', 8', Pl', Z0) such that T(M') = U. 
Let z0 ~ 2~+ with [ w ] = n. Informally, we construct M '  to operate on w as follows: 
(i) Using a backtracking algorithm, M '  systematically tests all possible sequences 
of moves of M on the input w. 
(ii) I f  there exists a sequence of moves by which M accepts w, then M'  accepts w. 
Otherwise, M '  rejects w. 
Before describing the operation of M' ,  we need the following notation. For each 
(p, x) ~ K • W, let the elements of 8(p, x) be ordered in some manner. Thus, for 
some (p, x) ~ K x W, we may talk of the ith, 1 ~ i ~ N~, element of $(p, x). Let 0 
be a one-to-one mapping from K • W • {I ..... Ns} onto {1 ..... N6} where 
Ne = Ns JK I  ] WI. 
We now describe, in five phases, the operation of M '  on r 
Phase I. Initialize the pds. M' initially moves its input head one square right from 
r onto the first symbol, say x, of w. Without moving its input head, M '  then prints the 
integer O(pl, x, 1) on its pds and goes to Phase II. 
Phase I I . Simulate a move of M. Suppose O(p, y, i), for some 
(p ,y , i )~K • W • {1 ..... N~}, 
is the r ightmost symbol on the pds of M' .  Then M'  simulates the move of M specified 
by the ith element of 8(p,y), leaves its pds unchanged and goes to Phase II I .  
a~ The definition of halting for lba is analogous to the definition of halting for wpda. (Given 
an lba M ~ (K, ~, W, P• F) and w ~ 27 +, one can easily bound the length of w-admissible 
sequences of configurations of M byf(n) = [ K [ ( [WI + 1) ~+8, where n = ] w [.) 
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Phase I I I .  Evaluate the last move of M. Three cases arise. 
(A) M has entered anonhalting configuration, that is, the input head of M '  has not 
moved onto a square containing either r or $. In this case, M '  prints O(p', y', 1) on its 
pds, wherep' is the new present state of M andy' is the symbol M (and, therefore M') 
is reading on the input. M '  then returns to Phase II. 
(B) M has entered an accepting configuration, that is, M has moved off its input 
tape from the right entering afinal state. In this case, M'  goes to an accepting configura- 
tion. (Note that M '  is reading r and M is reading w.) 
(C) M has entered a rejecting configuration, that is, M has either moved off its 
input tape from the right entering a nonfinal state or has moved off its input from the 
left. In this case, M '  goes to Phase IV. 
Phase IV. Backtrack. I f  O(p, u, j) is the rightmost symbol on the pds of M', then M 
was in state p, reading u on its input tape prior to its last move; and, further, the last 
move of M was specified by the jth clement of 6(p, u). Hence, to backtrack, M'  first 
moves its input head left, right or leaves it stationary depending on whether the second 
component of thejth element of 3(p, u) is R, L or S, respectively. M '  then prints u on 
its input and goes to Phase V. 
Phase V. Adjust thepds. The rightmost symbol on the pds of M '  must be O(p, u,j). 
Two eases arise. 
(A) If  j < N 5 , M '  replaces the rightmost symbol on its pds with the integer 
O(p, u, j  + 1) and returns to Phase II. 
(B) If j = Ns,  then M'  erases the rightmost symbol on its pds. If  Z 0 is now the 
rightmost symbol on the pds of M '  (indicating that the backtracking algorithm has 
tested all possible sequonces of moves of M on input w), M '  rejects w; otherwise M'  
returns to Phase IV. 
The fact that M halts for all inputs implies that the backtracking algorithm of our 
construction tests, if necessary, all possible sequences of moves of M on input w. 
Hence, by our construction, w~ T(M') iff there exists some sequence of moves of M 
by which M accepts w. Thus w ~ T(M') iff w ~ T(M) and the theorem is proven. 
COROLLARY 3.1. 58D contains the Boolean closure of the context-sensitive languages. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, 580 is a Boolean algebra of sets. 
We now show that a certain subclass of wpda (dwpda) accept he same family of sets 
as lba (dlba). 
DEFINITION 3.7. A (deterministic) writing counter acceptor, abbreviated wca 
(dwca), is a wpda (dwpda) M = (K, Z', W, 3, Pl ,  Z0) for which the following holds: 
sT~/313-s 
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there exists a symbol Z 1 6 W-  {Zo} such that, for all (p, x, Z )6  K • W • 141, 
(p', x', d, f )  ~ 8(p, x, Z) impl iesf~ {Z 1 , S,L}. Let s denote the family of sets 
accepted by wca (dwca). 
In other words, a wca is a wpda that has a counter instead of a pds as auxiliary 
storage. The following result follows readily from the fact that lba (dlba) with and 
without endmarkers yield the same family of setsA s
LEMMA 3.4. A set U is a member of s163 iff there exists a wca (dwca) 
M = (K, 2, W, 8, Pl, Zo) 
such that 
(i) for all (p, x, Z) e K • W • I41, (p', x', d, f)  e 3(p, x, Z) implies f e {S,L}. 
(ii) T(M)= U. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M be a wca (dwca). Then there exists a wca (dwca) M' and an 
integer N 1 > 0 such that M' is Nln-tape bounded and TiM' ) = T(M). 
Proof. Let M '  and N 1 be as in Theorem 2.1. Then it is clear from the construction 
of M' that M '  is a wca (dwca) if M is a wca (dwca). Thus the lemma is proven. 
We are now ready to show that ~'(-~'D') = ~(~D) .  
THEOREM 3.3. The family of sets accepted by wca (dwca) is equal to the family of sets 
accepted by lba (dlba). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, .Z"(-WD')~_ ~(~D).  Hence, it suffices to show that 
_#(_#~) ~_ Le'(~D' ). 
Let M = (K, X, W, 3, P l ,  Z0) be a wca (dwca). Let Z x e W as in Definition 3.6. By 
Lemma 3.5, we may assume that there exists an integer N 1 such that M is N~-tape 
bounded. We now describe the operation of a wca (dwca) M '  such that M '  satisfies 
Lemma 3.4 and T(M') =- T(M). Since the construction of M '  differs only slightly 
from that given in Theorem 2.1, we shall be brief in our description of M' .  Let zo e 27 + 
with ] w I = n. The operation of M' is divided into three phases as follows: 
Phase I. _Initialize the input tape. M' initially divides the input tape into two 
tracks. Track one contains r Track two contains a counter of length n in base N1, 
initially set to zero. 
Phase I I . Simulate a move of M. If  the counter on track two is nonzero (zero), 
then M" simulates a move of M using track one of the input tape and acting as if 
18 See [4]. 
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ZI(Zo) were the rightmost symbol on the pds of M. In addition, M '  erases the rightmost 
symbol on its pds if the counter is zero and M is to decrease the length of its pds. 
Phase I I I .  Adjust Counter. M'  increases by one, decreases by one or leaves 
unchanged the counter on track two depending on whether the simulated move of M 
increases, decreases or leaves unchanged, respectively, the pds of M. M '  then returns 
to Phase II. 
Since M is Nln-tape bounded, the counter never overflows. Hence, by our con- 
struction, M '  continues to simulate M move by move, accepting or rejecting w 
according as to whether M accepts or rejects w. Thus, T(M') = T(M). It is clear 
from the construction that M '  satisfies Lemma 3.4 (i.e., M '  never prints on its pds). 
Therefore by Lemma 3.4, ~(~D)  _D ~v'(~r ) and the theorem is proven. 
4. THE RELATIONSHIP OF WPDA TO STACK ACCEPTORS 
In this section, we consider the relationship of -~(-'q~D) to the family ~q~S(~DS) of sets 
accepted by stack acceptors (deterministic stack acceptors). We show that -o-q'(~D) is 
contained in ~q~S(~DS). Using a diagonalization argument, we then show that the 
containment in the deterministic case is proper. 
A stack acceptor la (abbreviated sa) is essentially a 2pda that can move left into its 
pds without having to erase, and thus, can read "inside" its pds. We assume that the 
reader is familiar with sa; and, therefore, we shall be brief in defining them. We refer 
the reader to [3] for a more detailed description of sa. The following definitions about 
sa are taken from [4]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. An sa is a 9-tuple M = (K, E, F, 8, Po, Zo, F, r $), where 
(i) K,  Z', and F are finite, nonempty sets (of states, inputs and stack symbols, 
respectively). 
(ii) F _C K (the set of final states). 
(iii) q0 ~ K and Z 0 ~ F (the start state and initial stack symbol). 
(iv) r and $ are two symbols not in 27. 
(v) 8 is a mapping from K • (27t3 {r $}) • F into the finite subsets of 
{--1,0, 1} • K • {--1,0,  1} • F* satisfying the following: For each w~F* ,  
(d, q', e, w) E 8(q, a, Z) and w :~ Z imply e = 0. We now define a deterministic sa 
(abbreviated sa). 
19 Stack acceptors were introduced in [3]. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. An sa M = (K, 27,/1, 3, Zo, Po, F, r $) is deterministic if 8(p, x, Z) 
contains at most one element for all (x, p, Z) ~ K • (27 U (r $}) • 1", 
DEFINITION 4.3. A configuration of an sa is an element of 
K X (Z'U {r $, I})* X ( rw{1})*,  
where ~ r S ~A {r $} and q q~ F. 
We now formalize the moves of an sa. 
DEFINITION 4.4. 
defined as follows: 
Z~ ..... Z~,Z~F.  
Let ~-- be the relation on K • (27kg {r $, ~))* • (FU{~})*  
Let k, l~  1; a I ..... a k ~ 27 L) {r $}; ak+ 1 =~;  y~/~* ;  and 
(1) I f  8(q, a i ,  aj) contains (d, q', e, Zj), where 1 ~ i ~ k and 1 ~ j  ~ I satisfy: 
d ~ 0 if i = 1 ; e >~ 0 if j = 1 ; and e ~ 0 if j = l, then 
(q, e l" ' "  I ai "" a~ , ZI  "" Zj  q ".. Zt)  ~ (q', e l ' "  ~ ai+a "" ak+l , ZI  "'" Zj+e q "'" Zz). 
(2) If 3(q, ai, Z) contains (d, q', 0, w) and 1 ~ i ~ k satisfies: d ~ 0 if i = 1, 
then 
(q, e l " "  I a i " "  ak,  yZ  q ) ~-- (q', a i " "  ~ ai+a"" ak+t, yw 1 ). 
Let ~-- be the transitive closure of ~---. 
We now define when a word is accepted by an sa. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let w ~ Z+. 2~ Then w is accepted by an sa M if 
(qo, I ewe, Zo 1 ) (q, cwz :, wl 1 w2) 
for some q ~ F and w 1 , w 2 ~ F*. Let T(M)  denote the set of all words accepted by M. 
Let ~as(~os ) denote the family of sets accepted by sa (dsa). 
The major proofs of this section involve sa constructions. In these constructions, 
we shall not formally specify the function 8; however, it will be clear from our descrip- 
tion and standard techniques about sa that such a formal specification can readily be 
made. 
2o Note that this differs trivially from the usual definition of acceptance for sa; i.e., one usually 
considers all w E Z'*. 
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We first show that s  _C Lf s . Before doing so, however, we need an elementary 
lemma about wpda and some notation. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M = (K, Z, W, 8, Po , Zo) be a wpda (dwpda). Then there exists a 
wpda (dwpda) _M = (K, Z, W, 3, Pt , Zo) such that the following holds: K contains two 
special states P2, Pz distinct from Pt such that, for each w ~ Z +, 
(1) either ( i ) (P l ,  [" r Zo) ~- ( pz , x I Y, E) for some x e W*, y e W + or (ii) 
(pl ,  F r z0) * (P3, u r v, ,) 
for some u ~ W*, v ~ W +. 
(2) w ~ T(M)  iff (i) is true. 
(3) i f  M is deterministic, then w e Z+ - -  T (M)  iff (ii) is true. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, we may assume that M halts for all inputs. We construct 
~r  to operate on an input word w ~ Z + as follows: M simulates the operation of M; if M 
is about to enter an accepting (rejecting) configuration, then M stops simulating M, 
enters state Pz(Ps) and erases its pds. Thus, since each w E Z + causes M to enter 
either an accepting or rejecting configuration, the lemma is proven. 
Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, M -=- (K, Z, W, 8, P t ,  Z0) is a wpda of the 
type constructed in Lemma 4.1, with K n Z = ;~. 
[ r Zo) ~-- (P2, x [ y, E) for some Dr~INITION 4.6. Let T2(M ) = {w E Z + I (P l ,  * 
x ~ W*,y  6 W +) and Ta(M ) = {w ~ Z + ] (Pl ,  ~ r Zo) ~-- (Ps,  x [ y, 4) for some 
x ~ W* and y ~ W+}. 2t 
We now introduce some notation to be used throughout this section. 
Notation. Given Mand wEZ + let m = [w[ +3 and for each i>01et  Yi be 
an element of W and H i a w-admissible sequence q = (sl ,  ux),..., c i ~- (s i , u~) of 
configurations of M. Let B be a new symbol. 
We are now ready to show that ~ C ~s  9 
THEO~M 4.1. The family of sets accepted by wpda is contained in the family of sets 
accepted by sa. 
Proof. Let U c i a. Then there exists a wpda M such that T~(M) = U. We shall 
construct an sa M '  = (K',  Z, F, 8, ao, Zs ,  F, r $) such that T(M')  = T2(M ). 
21 Observe that, in the nondeterministic case, T~(M) r3 T3(M) may not be empty. 
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Before describing the operation of M '  we need to introduce some notation. Let 
we2~+. For each s=(p ,x  ~y) eSw,  let s'----xpy. Let S~'-----{s'Js~Sw}. Let 
G = {G(0), G(1),..., G((I K I + I W l) m -- 1)} be a relabelling of the elements of 
(K U W) '~. (Note that G ~_ Sw'). Given H~, 
(1) for each k > 0, let cnr(ka) ..... cnr(~.~ p be the subsequence of H~ consisting 
of those c~ for which [usl =kand[u~l  ~kfora l l j ,  1 ~ j~r .  
(2) if u~ = 7t "'" 7~, then for each l, 1 ~ l ~ q, let 
' , . .  Bs  p 22  tt(l-lr) = BTtBs'IT,(t.I) Bsnjt.2) nr(t.vt)" 
(3) for each (//~, N), where N is some (possible mpty) sequence of nonnegative 
integers /1 ..... i i,,I, let T(FI,, N) = tt(II~) BG(it) '"  tl~l (1I~) BG(iI~I ) if N is 
nonempty and T(I-I~,/Y) = r if/Y is empty. 
Intuitively, T(/-/~, N)  is a representation of pertinent information about the past 
behavior of M. It also contains "guesses" about the future behavior of M; namely, 
each G(ij) represents a guess at the state-input M will enter if and when M erases 
7~+t and thereby revisits 7~" 9 
Using this notation, we now describe the construction of M' .  M '  simulates M on 
w ~ X + in five phases as follows: 
Phase I. Initialization. 
(A) M '  initially prints a3 BZoBptr on its stack. 
(B) Using its input head as a counter M'  nondeterministically prints m symbols 
from K u W on its stack. 
Thus, the stack component (hereafter abbreviated sc) of M '  is ZsT( l I t ,  (ix)) q, for 
some i x . 
To establish the appropriate induction, assume that M '  has simulated/7~ for some 
n ~ 1. Let u~ = 7~"" 7q. Suppose the sc of M '  is Z~T(17~, (ix ,...,iq)) ~ for some 
i~., 1 ~ j ~ q. That is, the sc is 
Z~tz(FIn) BG(ia) "" tq_t(H,~) Ba(i~_l) BTqBs'n,,q.1) "" Bs'n.~q,~) BG(iq) ~ . 
t 
Suppose snj~.q~ = s: is x t ." xt-1 iSxt "'" x, , - t ,  where 1 < l ~< m -- 1 and x, E W, 
1 ~< i ~ m --  1. We now show (in Phases II through V) how M'  simulates the next 
move of M, i.e., the move that takes M to configuration c,+ t = (s,+ a, u~+t). 
Phase I I . Determine the next move of M. 
(A) M '  moves left through its stack, locates and remembers/;, xt and 7q. M '  then 
returns to the right end of the stack. 
~ Thus, t~(Hr) contains the following information: the state-input of M was sn~(~.a ) when M 
printed yt on its pds; M revisited ),~ (pt -- 1) times; and the state input component of M was 
sn,(tj) when it revisited 7t for the (j -- 1)th time. 
$3 t t  ~, M' prints u on its stack means that M' changes its sc from z~ to zu~. 
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(B) M '  chooses some element of 3(fi, xz, 7q), say (~, ~, d , f ) .  M '  then goes to 
Phase I I I ,  Phase IV or Phase V according as to whether f = S, fe  W or f = L, 
respectively. 
Phase I I I .  Simulate a move of M for f = S. M'  changes its sc from 
ZsT(II,,, (i x ..... iq)) 1 
to ZsT(H~, (it ,...,/q-t)) Bs',,+l BG(iq') 1 = ZsT(II~+t, (il ..... iq_l , iq')) 1 as follows: 
(A) It erases G(ir from the stack. 
(B) Using the information provided by sn, c~.~,), it prints s'~+ t B on the stack. 
(C) It nondeterministically prints m symbols from K U W on the stack and returns 
to Phase I I .  
Phase IV. Simulate a move of M for f ~ )'q+t ~ W. M '  changes its sc from 
ZsT(H, ,  (i t ,..., i~)) 1 to 
Z,T(H , ,  (ix ..... iq)) Byq+~Bs',+lBG(iq+x) 1 = Z,T(/7~+I, (it ..... iq+~)) 1 
by acting, with obvious modifications, as in Phase I I I .  
Phase V. Simulate a move of M/or  /=  L. 
(A) M '  moves left through its stack and determines whether or not u,~ = Z o . 
I f  us ---- Zo and D = pz(ps), then M'  goes to an accepting (rejecting) configuration. 
I f  u, ~ Z o , then M'  returns to the right end of the stack and goes to part (B). 
(B) M '  changes its sc from ZsT(FI~, (i x .... , iq)) 1 to 
gsta(II~) BG(IX) ... tq_~(1-I,) BG(iq_z) tq_l(II, ) Bs',+tBG(z~_t) 
. t  
= Z,T(I I ,+I, (ix .... , 'q-t)) 
as follows: 
(1) m'  changes its sc from Zflt(II,~)BG(il)'" tq(IIn)BG(iq) 1 to Z,tx(II,~ ) 
BG(IX) "" tq(nn) Bs',~+t 
(2) By standard sa techniques, M '  determines whether or not s',~+x = G(i~_t). 
I f  s'n+ t ff~ G(iq_a), then M'  goes to a rejecting configuration. I f  s'n+ x = G(iq_t), 
then M'  erases tq(1-In) Bs'n+ t , prints BG(i~_t) 94 on its stack and returns to Phase II. 
It is clear from the construction, that, having simulated/-/~, M '  may either (a) 
simulate/-/,+t, changing its sc to Z~T(1-I,~+t, (ix ..... i1%+~1) ) ~, for some i~, 
1 ~<j ~< l u.+t[, 
or (/3) go to a rejecting configuration. Since the possibility (~) always exists, w ~ T(M') 
iff w ~ T~(M). Thus the theorem is proven. 
.i 21 G(z~_z ) is a string of m symbols chosen nondeterministically from K • W. 
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We now turn to the problem of showing that Le o C .Wns " We first introduce a 
definition and some notation. 
DEFINITION 4.7. A dwpda M = (K, 2:, W, 3, PI,  Zo) is said to be simplified if 
(i) there exists a symbol Z 1 in W-{Zo} such that 
8(p ,x ,Z)eK  • W• {R,L ,S}  x {Zo ,Z l , L ,S}  
for all (p, x, Z)  e K • W X W. 
(ii) M is of the type constructed in Lemma 4.1. 
It is clear, by Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 that, for each dwpda M, there exists a simplified 
dwpda M'  such that T~(M') = T(M)  and T3(M' ) --- 27+ -- T(M). 
In Lemma 4.2 we use a diagonalization argument. We now introduce the appropriate 
coding for the proof. 
Notation. Let M = {K, 27, W, 3, p l ,  Z0) be any simplified dwpda with 
27 : {a, b, c, d}. Let II 7 : {a, b, c, if, r $, Zo, Z1} C W. Let K -~ {Pl ..... PlKI} and 
let the elements of l~ 7 k){L, R, S} be relabelled ~:1 ,..., ~:1w1+3 and the elements of 
W -- ~ be relabelled ~1~,1+4 ..... ~lwl+3 9 Let N 7 : I W[ + I K I + 4. Now, let ~b be 
the mapping from K u W L) {L, R, S} into {a, b, ~}+ defined as follows: ~b(p,.) : ~ibN,-i 
for all i, 1 ~ i ~ [ K I, ~b(~:/) ~ aib r~7-* for all i, 1 ~ i ~ [ W I + 3. Let ~b' be the 
mapping from K • W • {Z0, Z1} into {a, b, c, K} defined as follows: For each 
(p ,x ,Z)~K • W • {Zo, Z1}, 
$'(p, x, Z) = c~b(p) cr cr c~b(p') cr cr cr  
if 3(p, x, Z) : (p', x', d,f) .  Let p(M) = I-I(~,,=,z)~Kxwx{zo,z~} r x, Z). ~5 Thus, 
each simplified dwpda with 27 = {a, b, c, E} is represented by the word p(M) 6 27+. 
In the following lemma, we construct a dsa that accepts a set not in -LP D . 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a dsa M,  with 27 = {a, b, c, ~} such that 
(i) T(Ms) ~_ {w ~ 27+ ] w = p(M) for some simplified wpda m and w ~ T3(M)}. 
(ii) 27+ --  T( M~) D_ {w e X + I = p( M)  for some simplified wpda M and w ~ T2(M)}. 
Proof. Let M = (K, 27, W, 3, p~, Zo) be any simplified dwpda with 27 ~- {a, b, c, ~}. 
Let w E 27+ (with m = [ w ] + 3) and let S~,  G, t and T be as in Theorem 4.1. For 
t each s' = x 1 ..... xm in Sw, xi e K t3 W, let g = c~b(xx) .." cr Let 
----- {~(0), ~(1) ..... (~(4 N'*n -- 1)} 
be a relabelling ~6 of the elements of (CXN') *". Let ~(2P) be defined in the obvious manner: 
~s The product II is by concatenation i any order. 
2~ An exact definition of (~ is given in Appendix C. 
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namely, by replacing all primes in the definition of t(T) with hats. Lastly, for each 
i > 0, let (NT, i) denote the set of all length i sequences taken from {0, 1 ..... 4 NTm -- 1}" 
and 0i denote the sequence of i O's. 
We now turn to the construction of Ms. Ms is analogous to M'  of Theorem 4.1, 
differing, however, from M' in the following respects: 
(1) M'  depends on a given wpda, while Ms does not. In particular, for each 
u ~ 2:% M' simulates the behavior of a given wpda, while Ms simulates the behavior of 
the dwpda represented by u. 
For each w = p(M) (for some simplified wpda M): 
(2) Ms and M' simulate a w-admissible sequence H of M, with the stack of Ms 
being the coded version of the stack of M'. 
(3) M'  determines the next move of M by using information stored in its finite 
state control, while Ms obtains uch information from the word w. 
(4) M'  is nondeterministic, while Ms is deterministic. Therefore M s has a 
systematic procedure for "guessing" the state-inputs M will enter upon returning to 
particular symbols on its pds. 
Let w = p(M)  27 for some simplified dwpda M = (K, {a, b, c, d}, W, 8, Pt, Z0). 
Since M is simplified, there exists a unique w-admissible sequence 
/ L  : cl = (s , ,  ul) ..... cr = (st ,  ur) 
of configurations of M leading to a halting configuration. Now, let 
Ms ---- (Ks, 27,/'s ,Ss, or0 ,Z~ ,F, r $) 
and ~1, ~a, err be designated states of Ks, F and K s --F, respectively. We shall 
construct M s so that 
(a) for all n, I ~ n < r, (aO, ~ r Z s q) ~- (al, ~ r ZsT(Hn, (Ol~.l)) ~), 
(b) if the state component of c~ is P2(P3), then 
(ol F r zfi'(u~_~, (0))1) ~- (~(~), r F, zs 1 ). 
We now divide the operation of Ms into five phases, referring the reader to Appendix C 
for a detailed escription of each phase. 
Phase I. _Initialization. Ms changes its sc from Z, 1 to ZsT(Ill, (0))q, moves its 
input head left onto r and enters tate tr I . In other words, 
(~0, F cws, zs 1 ) ~- (~1, ~ ewe, zs:r(n~, (0))I). 
Phases II through V involve an induction. Suppose the construction of Ms is such 
2~ Note that we need not be concerned with the behavior of M,  on a word that is not a valid 
representation of some simplified dwpda. 
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that, for some n, 1 ~ n < r - -  1, and for all i, 1 ~ i < n, the following three con- 
ditions are true (for un = Yt""  ~'~): 
(~) (or, F ewe, zs/'(n,, (0~,,))1) ~- (at, F ewe, zd'(u,+t, (0~,+1,))1). 
(/3) I f  j < n, u s = un and M goes (by a series of moves) f rom cj to cn without 
erasing ~,~ from its pds, then 
(at, tcw$, zfi'(n,, (kt ..... k~_t, o))1) ~ (at, F r z f i ' (n . ,  (kt ..... ko_l, 0))1) 
for all k t ..... kq_ t in (N~, q - -  1). 
(9') I f  un-t = Yt "'" 7~-t then 
( ax , F r z ,~c II,_t , ( k t ,..., k~_~ , 0)) 1 ) ~- Can, [ r z ,~C U ,  , ( kt ..... k~_~ , O, O ) ) q ) 
for all k 1 ,..., kq_, in (N , ,  q - -  1). 
We now describe Phases I I  through V and show that (~), (fl) and (y) are preserved for 
n + 1. Let  u~ = Yt "'" ~'q and let k t ..... kq_ 1 be any member  of (NT, q - -  1). Suppose 
M s is in configuration (at, ~ r Zs~(/~n , (k t ,..., ko_a, 0)) J) ,  i.e., the sc of M8 is 
Z,~1(/7,) B O( k,) ... ~_t( I I , )  BO( kq_t) BTcB ~n, (~,t) ... B ~n, (~.,,)BO(O ) q . 
Suppose grt,(q.~) = g, is e~b(xt) ... c~b(x,_t) c~b(i5 ) c~b(x,).., c~b(x~_t), where 
l < l<~m--1  
andx i~W,  1 ~ i~m-- l ' .  
Phase I I .  Determine the next move of M. M,  determines 3(fi, x~, 7q). Let  
3(i5, x , ,  yq) = ~, k, d , f ) .  M~ then goes to Phase I I I ,  Phase IV or Phase V according as 
to whether f = S, f = 7q+t ~ W or f = L, respectively. 
Phase I I I .  Simulate a move of M for f = S. M'  changes its sc to 
Z jr(IT,) B~(kO. . .  ~(n , )  B~,+tBO(O) 1, 
moves its input head onto r enters state a t and thus returns to Phase I I .  
Phase IV. Simulate a move o fMfor f  = 7q+t ~ W. M '  changes its sc to 
&it(n.) t~O(kt) ... ~,(n.) BOO) B~+tB~.+t~O(O)~, 
moves its input head onto r enters state a t and thus returns to Phase I I .  
Phase V. Simulate a move of M for f = L. 
(A) M '  determines whether or not u~ = Z 0 . I f  u~ = Z o and i0 = p,(p~), then M'  
changes its stack to Z,  ] ,  moves its input head off the right end of the input and enters 
state a~(a~). I f  u,~ =/z Zo,  M~ goes to (B). 
(B) M '  determines whether or not s,~+t = ~(k~-a). I f  s,~+t = ~(k~-t), then M'  
changes its sc to Z~t(l-I,~ ) B~(kt) . . .  ~_t(/-/,,) B~(k~_t) B~(0)  q, moves its input head 
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onto r enters state a I and thus returns to Phase II .  I f  s~+ 1:/~ G(k~_l), then M '  changes 
its sc to Zj l(F/~) B~(k l )  "" iq_~(II,~) B~(k~_~ § 1) BT~Bgn,,~g.x)~(O ) ~ , moves its input 
head onto r enters state aa and thus returns to Phase II .  
We now show that (a), (fl), (7) hold for n q- 1. Suppose n ---- 1, i.e., suppose M is in 
configuration (a~, ~ r Z J ' (F /1 ,  (0))~). I f  ] u, ] = [ u I [, then by Phases I I  and I I I ,  
(or1, F r Zs'f(H1, (0)) 1 ) ~- (~z~, ~ r ZsT(Hs, (0))q). I f  [ u~ [ > [ u~ [, then by 
Phases I I  and IV, ((rl, ~ r Z~T(H1,  (0)) I ) r (~ra, ~ r ZJ~(Hs ,  (0, 0)) 1 ). We 
need not consider [uzl < [ ua I, since in that case n = r - -  1. Thus  (~). (/3) and (7) 
hold for n = 2. 
Now, let (~), (fl) and (7) be true for some n, I ~ n < r - -  1. Three cases arise: 
(1) Suppose un+~ = u n . By Phases I I  and I I I ,  
~(0"1 , Fr Zsf(l~n, (k I ..... kq_l ,  0)) 1 ) b -~ 
* I(0"1, Ir Zsf ( /~n+l ,  (k I ..... kq_l, 0)) 1) for all k~ .... ,k~_ 1 in (N~, q --  1). 
Condition (~) holds for n + 1, by letting ki ~- 0, 1 ~ i ~< q - -  1. Condition (7) is 
satisfied vacuously for n + t, since u.+ x ~ u,~. Consider (/3). Let  j < n, uj ~- un 
and M go from c~- to c n without erasing 7q 9 Then by induction, 
(~1, r ewe, z j ' (n~,  (ks ..... k~_l, 0))1) ~- (~,  F ewe, z j ' (n=,  (kl ..... k~_~, 0))1) 
for all k~ ..... ka_ x in (N , ,  q - -  1). 
Hence, by (*), (fi) holds for n + 1. 
(2) Suppose u~+ 1 = unTq+ 1 . By Phases I I  and IV, 
(a, , r r Z~(n ,  , (kl ..... k~_l , 0)) 1 ) ~-  (~ , ~ r Z~(n ,+~ , (k~ ..... k~_~ , O, 0)) 1 ) 
for all kl ,..., kq_ 1 in (N 7 , q - -  1). 
Thus (a) and (7) obviously hold for n + 1. Next, consider (fl). I f j  < n + I, uj = U~+l, 
then M cannot go from c~ to c,~+1 without erasing Yq+l 9 Hence, (fl) is satisfied vacuously 
for n + 1. 
(3) Suppose u~ ~ u~+lTa. Two subcases arise, u~ = Z 0 and u,~ :~ Z o . We need 
not consider u. = Zo, since in that case, n ---- r - -  1. I f  un = un+ayq and u, :~ Z 0 , 
then, by Phase I I  and part (B) of Phase V, (for all k a ..... ka_ 1 in (N~, q - -  1)): 
(i) (gl, ~ r Z,T(1-I,~, (k I .... , kq_~, 0))q) 
~- (.~, ~ r z.~(~.<~.~>, (kl ,..., k~_~ + 1, o))1 ) 
if ~(k~_~) ~ ~.+~. 
(ii) (~ ,  ~ r ZfiO(//~, (kl .... , kq_ 1 , 0)) 1 ) 
(~a, ~ r Z,~(17,~+~, (hi .... , kq_,, 0))q ) if ~(k,_~) = ~,~+~. 
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It  is clear that Un(aa) ---- u~ ----- Yl " ' "  Yq and that M goes from cn,(q.1) to cn without 
erasing 74 9 Hence, by induction, 
** t(O"1, Ir ZsrF(Illln(q.1) , (k I ..... kc/_l, 0)) q ) ~-- 
{(a 1 , [r Zj ' (H ,~,  (k 1 ..... ko_ 1 , 0)) q ) for all k 1 ..... ka_ 1 in (N  r , q - -  1). 
Now, by (i) and (**), 
(~1, F r &t(1L  , (kl ,..., k~_~ , O, 0))q ) 
~- (0"1, I r Z~?(n~ ~.l) , (kl ,..., kq_~ , 1, 0))1 ) 
~- (0"1, I ewe, Z .~(n .  , (kl ..... k~_~ , l, 0))1) 
for all k 1 ..... kq_ z in (N v , q --  2). 
Hence, by repeating the above two steps, 
(0"1, Fr Z j ' (H , ,  (k 1 ,..., kq_2,1, 0)) 1 ) 
~- (0"1, f ewe, z .~( /~. ,  (k~ ..... ko_~, 2, o))1) 
b--- "'" (O"1, ~ r  Zs~(I~n, (k I ..... kq_,, k, O))q ), 
where/~ is such that ~(/~) = s~+ 1 . 




(0"1, ~ r z f i ' (n . ,  (k~ ,..., ko_,, ~, 0))1 ) 
~- (0"1, I r Zj ' (H .+I ,  (k I ,..., ka_2,0)) 1 ). 
Fr zf l ' ( /7.,  (kl ..... k~_~, o, o)) q ) ~-  
~r ZsT( / ' /n+l  , (k I , . . . ,  kq_2,0) )  1 ) for all k~ .... , kq_~ in (N , ,  q - -  2). 
Hence, (~) holds for n + 1, by letting ki = 0, 1 ~< i <~ q --  2. Condition (9/) is 
satisfied vacuously, sinee I u,+a I < [ un [. Consider (/3). Let j < n + 1, 
US = U~+I = 71 "'" 7q--1 
and M go from cj to c.+1 without erasing Ya-1 9 Then, by induction (for all k 1 ..... ka_ ~ 
in (N , ,  q - -  2)), 
(0"1, F r z,~(rt~, (kl ..... k~_,, 0))1 ) 
~- (0"1, t CwS, Z~(n~.~o_l..~_~), (kl ..... ko_,, 0))q ). 
and 
(0"1, r r & f ( r I .  ~q_l,.._l~ , (kl ..... kq_~ , o))q) 
~- (0"i, r ewe, zs~(n~,~q,l~ , (kl .... , k~_2 , o, o))q). 
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Now, by (**), 
(~1, r r z~(nn  ~,x~, (kl ..... k~_~, 0, 0))1) 
~- (~1, F r z j ' (n .  , (k~ .... , k~_~ , o, o))1 ), 
for all/h ..... k~_s in (Nv, q --  2). 
Therefore, by (***), 
(~1, ~ r &~(/1;, (kl ..... k~_~, o))t ) 
~- (~, r r zs~(I/.+~, (k~ ..... k~_~, 0))1 ) 
for all k 1 ..... kq_ 2 in (Nv, q - -  2). 
Thus, (/3) holds for n § 1. 
We now show that Ms satisfies the lemma. We have just established, by induction, 
that 
(o"1, ~ r zsr(1-I1, (0)) ~ ) ~'- (o'1, [r Zs~'(/-/r_l , (0))]) 
(i.e., (a) holds for all n, 1 ~< n < r -- 1). Now, by Phase I, 
(0"0, I r Z s 1) ~ (ql ,  ~ r Zs~(lI1, (0))~). 
~< 
ByPhase II and part B of Phase V, (0"1, ~ r ZsT(II ,_I ,  (0))~) w-- (aR(0"A), r ~, Zs 1 ) 
if the state component of c, is P~(Pa). Therefore, w ~ T2(M ) iff 
(0"0, F r z~ 1 ) ~- (0"~, r F, zs 1 ) 
and w ~ T3(M ) iff (0"o, ~ r Zs 1 ) ~- (o'A, r ~, Zs 1 ). Thus the lemma is proven. 
Using the construction of the previous lemma, we next show that ~D C LgDS. 
LEMMA 4.3. The family of'sets accepted by dwpda is contained in the family of sets 
accepted by dsa. 
Proof. Let M~ be as constructed in Lemma 4.2 and let M = (K, Z, W, 8, Pl ,  Zo) 
be a simplified dwpda. Here Z' need not be restricted to {a, b, c, d}. We shall construct 
a trivial version of Ms,  call it M',  such that T(M')  = Z+ -- T2(M ). The general 
outline of M '  is exactly as that given for Ms.  The changes to be made in the con- 
struction of M~ concern the detailed description of its operation, as follows: 
Phase I. Let w = x~ ... x , ,  where x, ~ Z' for 1 ~< i ~< n. M'  initially changes its 
sc from Zs J to 
Zs~'(FIa , (0))] = Z~BZoBc~b(pl) c~b(r c~b(xl) "" c~b(x,~) c~b(S) B(cbN')l wl+3 ]. 
This is easy to accomplish since N~ and ~b(y), for all y ~ W, may be stored in the 
fsc of M'.  
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Phases I I -V.  We assume that M '  has stored in its fsc the set of instructions of M. 
Phases I I  through V are the same as for Ms except for the following modifications: 
M' obtains its information about M from the fsc instead of the input tape, as M s does; 
i.e., all subroutines of M s that locate coded instructions or coded symbols on the input 
tape are changed to fsc operations. 
The modifications in Phases I I  through V are all obvious and the details are left to 
the reader. 
It should be clear that T(M') = Z + -- T~(M). Since LeD is closed under complement, 
the lemma is proven. 
THEOI~M 4.2. The family of sets accepted by dwpda is properly contained in the 
family of sets accepted by dsa. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, Lr D C Leos 9 Thus it suffices to show that there exists some 
L o C {a, b, c, d} such that L o e &aDs --  LeD" Let L o = T(Ms), where Ms is as given in 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose L o E LeD. Then there exists a dwpda M o such that T(Mo) = L o . 
This implies that there exists a simplified dwpda M such that T2(M ) = L o . Consider 
the word w=p(M) .  I f  w~T2(M), then weT(Ms).  Hence wCL 0= T2(M ). I f  
w r T~(M), then w ~ T(Ms). Hence w e L 0 = T~(M). This is a contradiction. There- 
fore M and M o do not exist and the theorem is proven. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this section we summarize the relationships established in sections three and four, 
note certain closure properties of Le(LeD), and discuss devices related to wpda. 
The relationships among the families of sets accepted by wpda, lba, 2pda and sa are 
displayed in Fig. 3. 2s A broken line indicates containment and a solid line, proper 
containment. We conjecture that containment (1), containment (2) and containment (3) 
are proper. We leave as an open, and unconjectured, question the relationship between 
Le and LeDs and the relationship between Leo and .~. 
Consider closure properties of Le(LeD). It should be obvious to the reader who is 
familiar with lba, that lba constructions designed to prove certain closure properties of 
5~(~D) can be trivially modified to establish the same closure properties for Le(Lea). 
(For example, see the proof of the closure of LeD under intersection given in Section 
two.) One can easily show, therefore, that Le(Leo) is an Abstract Family of Languages 
(AFL) [2]. 29 Hence, all of the appropriate results about AFL 's  are applicable to 
Le(LeDi" We have not bothered to prove the AFL closure properties in the paper 
28 The containment (*) was shown in [6]. 
2s In fact, one can easily show that L/'(s is an AFL closed under intersection and "c-free 
substitution". 
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because, although straightforward, they are lengthy. We feel it is best to leave these 
proofs to a later paper, or, perhaps to the interested reader. 
dsa (gos) 
dwpda (Z/D) / 
/ 
(1) / 
Iba  (s *" /  












2pOa 1~o ) 
FzQ. 3. 
To conclude, note that other examples of the "extended model for acceptors" can be 
considered. That is, one may extend any known one-way acceptor to a "writing 
acceptor." For example, one may consider a "writing stack acceptor" or a "writing 
nonerasing stack acceptor." We hope to discuss some of these devices in later papers. 
APPENDIX A 
In this appendix, we formally construct he (dwpda) wpda M'  of Theorem 2.1. 
Let to, r 1 and rz be new symbols, Q0 =KL l{ro , r t , r2} ,  and, for i ,  1 ~< i ~ 8, 
Q, = {(i, P) I P ~ K}. Let a 0 ..... a~.l_ 1 be new symbols and .4 = {a o .... , a~t_t} u {r $}. 
For each x ~ W, let ~ be a new symbol and W = {~ ! x ~ W}. Now let M '  = (K', L', 
U~=0 Qi,  : w u (Wu w)  • A, and 8' is defined as W', 8', ro, Zo), where K '  : s W' 
follows (unless noted otherwise, for all p ~ K, x ~ W u W, Z ~ W and a ~ A): 
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(I) Initialize the input tape. 
a'(,o, r Zo) = (~o, (r r R, s)  ~o 
3'(,o, x, Zo) = (ro, (x, ao), R, S) for all x e W -- {r $} 
3'(ro, $, Zo) = (q ,  ($, $), L, S) 
8'(ra, (x, ao) , Zo) = (r2, (x, aO, n, S) 
3'(r~, (x, a), Zo) : (r2, (x, a),L, S) for all a e A -- {r 
8'(,2, (r r zo) = (p l ,  (x, r s,  s).  
(II) Simulate a move of M. 8'(p, (x, a), Z) contains (p', (y, a), d, S) if 
(p', y, d, S) e 3(p, x, Z). 
(Hence, M' continues to simulate M as long as the length of the pds of M is not 
changed.) 
3'(p, (x, a), Z) contains ((1, p'), (y, a), d, 7) if (p',y, d, 7) ~ 3(p, x, Z) and 7 ~ W. 
3'(p, (x, a), Z) contains ((2, p'), (y, a), d, L) if (p', y, d, L) E 3(p, x, Z). 
III Adjust the counter. 
(A) The length of the pds of M has increased by one. 
(1) M' marks the input position of M: 
3'((l ,p),(x,a),Z)=--((3, p),(2, a ) ,S ,S )  for all xeW 
(2) M '  adds one to the counter: 
5'((3, p), (x, a), Z) = ((3, p), (x, a), R, S) for all a e -4 -- {$} 
3'((3, p), (x, $), Z) = ((4, p), (x, $), L, S) 
3'((4, p), (x, at), Z) = ((5, p), (x, a,+0, S, S) for all i, 0 ~ i ~ N,  -- 2 
3'((4, p), (x, a~l_a), Z) = ((4, p), (x, ao) ,L, S) 
5'((4, p), (x, r Z) = ((4, p), (x, r L, S) 
(By the last instruction, above, M'  leaves the input tape from the left if the counter 
overflows.) 
(3) M '  finds the input position of M and unmarks it: 
3'((5, p), (x, a), Z) = ((5, p), (x, a), L, S) for all a e A -- {r 
3'((5, p), (x, r Z) = ((6, p), (x, r S, S) 
8'((6, p), (x, a), Z) = ((6, p), (x, a), R, S) for all x e W 
8'((6, p), (~, a), Z) = (p, (x, a), S, S) for all x e W 
30 Although, in the nondeterministic case 8(p, x, Z), for some (p, x, Z) ~ K" • W" • W', 
is a set, we shall drop the brackets. 
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(B) The length of the pds of M has decreased by one. 
(1) M '  marks the input position of M: 
~'((2, p), (x, a), Z) = ((7, p), (g, a), S, S) for all x e W 
(2) M '  subtracts one from the counter: 
~'((7, p), (x, a), Z) = ((7, p), (x, a), R, S) for all a e ~/ - -  {$} 
~'((7, p), (x, $), z)  = ((8, p), (~, $), L, S) 
~'((8, p), (x, a,), z)  = ((5, p), (x, a,_~), S, S) for ~ll i, 1 ~< i < N~ -- 1 
~'((8, p), (x, ao), Z) = ((8, p), (x, aN _~), L, S) 
(Note that (5, p) sends M'  to a previously defined subroutine that finds the input 
position of M and unmarks it.) 
APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we formally construct he (dwpda) wpda M'  o'f Lemma 2.5. Let 
to, r t and r 2 be new symbols and Qo = K u {r o , rt ,  r2). Let Q, = {(i, p) ] p ~ K} 
for i, 1 ~< i ~< 8 and Qi = {(i, p, 7) I P E K, 7 ~ W) for i, 9 ~< i ~< 12. Let b o ,..., btr 1 
be new symbols and B = {bo .... , bN~-l} U {r $}. For each x ~ IV, let g be a new 
symbol and W={~IxEW}.  Now, let M ' -~(K ' ,X ,W' ,8 ' , r  o,Zo) where 
g '  -:-- t~ W' Ui=o Qi, w u (w u w)  • B, and 8' is defined as follows (unless noted 
otherwise, for all p ~ K, x ~ Wu W, Z~ W', y ~ W and b e B): 
(I) Initialize the input tape. 
~'(ro, r Zo) = (to, (r r R, 8)81 
~'(ro, x, Zo) = (ro, (x, bo) , R, S) for all x ~ W -- {r $} 
~'(ro, $, Zo) = (r~, ($, $), L, S) 
~'(rt, (x, bo), Zo) = (r~, (x, bt), L, S) 
$'(r2, (x, b), Zo) = (r2, (x, b), L, S) for all b e B --  {r 
8'(r~, (x, r Zo) = (pt, (x, r s,  s)  
(II) Simulate a move of M. 
(A) The next move of M is to leave the pds of M unchanged. 
(1) M" simulates the input action of M: 
b'(p, (x, b), Z) contains ((1, p'), (y, b), d, S) if (p', y, d, S) ~ 3(p, x, Z) 
3x Although, in the nondeterminist ic case 8(p, x, Z), for some (p, x, Z)  ~ K" X W'  X W', is 
a set, we shall drop the brackets. 
57x1313-6 
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(2) M'  marks the input position of M: 
8'((1, p), (x, b), Z) = ((2, p), (~, b), S, S) 
(3) M' adds one to the counter: 
8'((2, p), (x, b), Z) = ((2, p), (x, b), R, S) 
8'((2, p), (x, $), z )  = ((3, p), (x, $), L, s)  
8'((3, p), (x, b,), Z) = ((4, p), (x, b,+l), S, S) 
8'((3, p), (x, ON,_1), Z) ----- ((3, p), (x, bo),L , S) 
3'((3, p), (x, r Z) = ((3, p), (x, r L, S) 
for all 
for all x 6 W 
b~B -- {$} 
for all i ,O<. i<~Ni - -2  
(By the last instruction, M'  leaves the input tape from the left if the counter overflows.) 
(4) M'  finds the input position of M and unmarks it: 
3'((4, p), (x, b), Z) = ((4, p), (x, b), L, S) for all b ~ B -- {r 
3'((4, p), (x, r Z) = ((5, p), (x, r S, S) 
3'((5, p), (x, b), Z) = ((5, p), (x, b), R, S) for all x ~ W 
3'((5, p), (~, b), Z) = (p, (x, b), S, S) for all x e W 
(B) The next move of M is to increase the length of the pds of M. 
(1) M' simulates the input action of M: 
3'(p, (x, b), Z) contains ((9, p', 7), (Y, b), d, S) if (p', y, d, 7) ~ 3(p, x, Z) 
(2) M'  marks the input position of M: 
3'((9, p, ~,), (x, b), Z) = ((10, p, ~,), (s b), S, S) for all x e W 
(3) M'  copies the contents of track two onto the pds: 
3'((lO, p,~,),(x,b),Z) = ((lO, p,~,),(x,b),L,S) forall b~B- -{r  
3'((10, p, ~), (x, r Z) = ((11, p, y), (x, r R, r 
8'((11, p, y), (x, b), Z) = ((11, p, y), (x, bo), R, b) for all b ~ B -- {$} 
3'((11, p, y), (x, $), Z) = ((12, p, y), (x, $), S, $) 
8'((12, p, ~,), (x, $), $) = ((2, p), (x, ~), s,  ~) 
(Note that (2, p) sends M' to a previously defined subroutine that adds one to the 
counter and then finds the input position of M and unmarks it.) 
(C) The next move of M is to decrease the length of the pds of M. 
(1) M' simulates the input action of M and erases the rightmost symbol on its pds: 
8'(p,(x,b),Z) contains ((6,p'),(y,b),d,L) if (p ' ,y ,d ,L)E3(p,x ,Z)  
(2) M' marks the input position of M: 
8'((6, p), (x, b), Z) = ((7, p), (~, b), S, S) for all x ~ W 
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(3) M '  replaces track two with the m rightmost symbols on the pds, m being the 
length of track two: 
3'((7, p), (x, b), Z) = ((7, p), (x, b), L, S) 
3'((7, p), (x, $), Z) = ((8, p), (x, $), L, L) 
3'((8, p), (x, b+), b~) = ((8, p), (x, bs), L, L) 
3'((8, p), (x, r r = ((2, p), (x, r S, L) 
(Note that (2, p) sends M '  to a previously defined subroutine that adds one to"the 
counter and then finds the input position of M and unmarks it.) 
for all bEB- -{$}  
for all i , j ,O<~i , j~N3- -1  
APPENDIX C 
In this appendix, we show how the dsa Ms of Lemma 4.2 accomplishes each phase 
of its operation. 
First we need to give an exact definition of G. Let t3 be the one to one mapping from 
Z' onto (0, I, 2, 3} defined by [3(b) = O, fl(a) = 1, fl(c) = 2 and fl(d) = 3. Let fl be 
the one to one mapping from (cSNO m onto {0, 1 ..... 4 nTm -- 1} defined as follows: for 
each u = cx a . "  xN fx~7+l "" X2N 7 "'" cx (m_ l )NT+l  "'" X,nN7 in (cSNOm , xi ~ •, let 
fl(U) ~- /~(Xl) 4 mN,-a "~- fl(X2) 4 "~v+-z''" +/3(xom). 
For each i, 1 ~ i ~ 4 mu, -- 1, let O(i) =/J- l ( i ) .  
We now give a detailed description of each phase. 
Phase I. Initialization (M+ is initially in configuration (o0, ~ r Z~ 1 ). 
(A) M8 prints BZoBc# on its stack. Using the fact that there are N~ symbols between 
any two consecutive occurrences of c on its input, M~ then prints b N,-1 on its stack. 
(B) Ms positions its input head on the kth symbol from the left end of the input 
tape, where k is the number of c's on its stack. 
(C) If the symbol now being read on the input is a, b, c, d, or r Ms prints c~b(a), 
c~b(b), c~b(c), c~b(~) or c~b(r respectively, on its stack (obtaining N 7 as in (A)) and returns 
to part (B). If the symbol bring read on the input is $, M~ prints c~b($) on its stack and 
goes to (D). 
(D) By an obvious modification of the algorithm given in (A) through (C), Ms 
prints B(cbNT) ~ on its stack, iV/+ then moves its input head left onto r and enters 
state ~i. 
Phase II. Determine the next move of M.  Let M be a configuration 
(~1, ~ r z f l ' ( / / . ,  (kl ..... k+_,, 0))1) 
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i.e., its sc is 
Zs~l(//n) B(~(kl) "'" tq-l(//.) B(~(k~_l) ByeB~rt,,(q.1) "'" B~rt,,(q,~) B(~(O) 
Let ~a,(q.~) = sn = c~(xl)"" cr c4~(~) c$(x3 "'" c$(x~-l), where 1 < l ~< m --  1 
and x, ~ W, 1 ~< i ~< m --  1. Let 8(fi, x~, Ya) = (P, k, d, f ) .  
(A) M s moves left through its stack, locates and remembers Ya. Ms then locates 
(on its stack) the c preceding ~b(/;). Without moving its stack head, M s positions its 
input head on the c to the right of r and goes to (B). 
(B) M s finds ~b(#) c~(k) cr c~( f )  on the input tape as follows: 
(1) Ms moves its stack head right, simultaneously moving its input head right and 
compares tack and input symbols, stopping at the second occurrence of a c on the 
input. M s then moves its input head right and compares the number of a's encountered 
until a b is reached to the number of leading a's in ~b(~,a). I f  a perfect match is obtained 
in all comparisons, Ms goes to (3); otherwise, Ms goes to (2). 
(2) M s moves its input head right until it reaches the fourth occurrence of a c, 
and then returns to part (A). 32 
(3) Ms locates ~b(fi)cr and remembers (d , f ) .  M s then moves its 
input head left onto r moves its stack head to the right end of the stack and goes to (C). 
(C) I f  f = S, Ya+t ~ W or L, then Ms goes to Phase III, Phase IV or Phase V, 
respectively. 
Phase I I I .  Simulate a move of, M for f --~ S. 
(A) M s erases ~(0) from the stack.  
(B) Using its input head as a counter, Ms locates the ruth c from the right end of the 
stack. 
(C) I f  the c that M s is now reading on its stack precedes ome ~b(y), where y ~ W, 
then M s locates ~(y) on the input, aa moves its stack head to the right end of the stack, 
copies c~(y) from the input tape onto the stack and goes to (D). I f  the c now being read 
on the stack precedes ff(/$), then there subcases arise depending on the value of af 
(d was stored in the fsc in Phase II): 
d = S[R]: Ms locates ~b(fi) c~h(k) on the input (using the algorithm of Phase II), 
moves its stack head to the right end of the stack, first copies c$(#)[c~b(k)] and then 
c~h(~)[c~b(j~)] from its input tape onto its stack, and then goes to (D). 
d --  L: M s locates ~b(j~) on the input, moves its stack head to the right end of the 
33 Since each instruction of M is specified by a codeword containing exactly seven c's, the 
input head of Ms is now positioned at the beginning of the next coded instruction of (V/. 
33 By a simplified version of the algorithm given in Phase II. 
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stack, erases the rightmost codeword (i.e., ~b(xz_t)) on its stack, and copies ~b(ib ) from 
its input tape onto its stack. Using its input head as a counter, M8 then locates the 
(m + 1)th c from the right end of the stack. This c precedes ~b(x~_l). 21//8 locates ~b(X~_l) 
on the input, moves its stack head to the right end of the stack and copies ~b(x~_l) from 
the input tape onto the stack. Lastly, M 8 locates ~b(ib) c~b(~) on the input, copies c~b(~) 
onto the stack and goes to (D). 
(D) Using its input head as a counter, M8 determines the number, say k, of c's 
on its stack to the right of the rightmost B. If k ~ m, 21//8 returns to (B). If k = m, 
indicating that the printing of g~+l on the stack is completed, then M, prints 
B~(O) = B(cbm)m on its stack, moves its input head onto r and enters tate ~1. 
Phase IV. Simulate a move of M in the case /= ~q+l E W. 
(A) /1//8 prints By~+IB on its stack. 
(B) With obvious modifications, s~M' acts as in parts (B) through (D) of Phase III. 
Phase V. Simulate the next move of M in the case f : L. 
(A) M' moves left through its stack, and, by some obvious maneuvering, determines 
whether or not un : Z0. If un =~6 Zo, then Ms goes to (B). Suppose un : Z0, then Ms 
locates ~b(~b) on the input. If ~b(~) is the codeword for p,(p3), then Ms changes its sc to 
Z8 1, moves its input head off the right end of the input and enters tate vR(va). 
(B) M~ determines whether or not ~,+1 = ~(kq-x) and appropriately changes its 
sc. This is accomplished in four steps as follows: 
(1) Using the algorithm of Phase III, M~ changes its sc to 
Z~l(r~,) B~(k0 ... ~o(rt,) B~,+~ 1. 
(2) Ms determines whether or not S~+x = ~(kq-x) as follows: 
(a) Using its input head as a counter, M~ determines the number, say k, of 
o's to the right of the rightmost B on its stack. Ms then locates (on its stack) the B 
preceding ~(kq_x). 
(b) Ms moves its stack head right until the kth c is encountered. This c precedes 
some word u c (W W K) '~. If u is not of the form ztb m-z for some l, 1 ~ l ~< N~ -- 1 
and z ~ {a, 8}, then M~ goes to (c). If u is of the form zZb ~r,-z, M8 remembers z, counts 
to l using its input head, and moves its stack head to the right end of the stack. If the 
word located to the right of the rightmost c on the stack is not u, then M~ goes 
to (c). If the word is u, M, moves its stack head left and erases all symbols 
up to and including the first c encountered. Now, if the rightmost symbol on the stack 
is not a B, then M~ returns to (a). If the rightmost symbol is a B (indicating that the 
comparison is completed and g~+t = ~(kq-1)), then Ms erases the B and goes to (3). 
8. In particular, 2m replaces m in parts (B) and (C). 
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(c) Ms moves left through its stack, erasing all symbols up to and including the 
first B encountered and then goes to (4). 
(3) Upon reaching (3), the sc of Ms is 
Zjs (n , )  ... B (ko_l) 
Ms first erases ~q(/-/~) from the right end of the stack. Then M,  "adds one" to ~(kq_t) 
as follows: 
(a) I f  the rightmost symbol on the stack is b or a, then Ms changes it to a or if, 
respectively, and goes to part (b). I f  the rightmost symbol is ~ or c, then M,  erases it and 
returns to the beginning of part (a). 
(b) At this point, the sc of M~ is of the form Z~ ... Bsrt(q_a,~q_t)Bcutcu~ "" cuz, 
where l  ~<l~m,  lu i [  =mfor l  ~ i< land: luz [  ~<m. Mspr in tsN~- - Iu~lb 's  
on its stack. By a trivial modification of the algorithm of Phase I, 3/8 then prints 
(cbNO m-~ on its stack. Lastly, M~ prints B~(0) = B(cbNO m on its stack, moves its 
input head onto r and enters tate a x . 
(4) On reaching (4), the sc of M is Z~it(//~) B~(k~) ' "  i~(11~) 1, where 
M s erases fn (q.~)"'" Bfn(~,~,o) from the stack, prints (~(0) = (cb~rOm on its stack, 
moves its input head onto r and enters state a x . 
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